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The dissertation is a critical bibliography of the books and

articles published on the theatre of Federico Garcia Lorca between

1940 and 1970 in English, Spanish, French and Italian, and accessible
to readers in the United States.

The bibliography is divided into

two main parts, one on books and the other on articles.

subdivided into three sections;

Part I is

one on the books devoted exclusively

and works and one
to Lorca’s theatre, another on books on his life

which Lorca figures
on those studies in European and world drama in

significantly.

articles;
Part II is divided into ten categories of

and the puppet farces
Lorca’s theatre in general; the insect fantasy
de cachiporra and Hetablijj^
(El maleficio de la marlposa, Los tlteres

Tii

de don Crist6bal )

;

the serious fairces

(

La zapatera prodigiosa and Amor

de don Perlimplln con Belisa en su .jardln ); the surrealist plays

breve . As! que oasen cinco anos and El pdblico );
(

Mariana Pineda and Dona Rosita la soltera );

unit

(

(

Teatro

the "romantic" dramas

the rural tragedies as a

Sodas de sangre , Yerma and La casa de Bernarda Alba );

and one sec-

tion on each of them singly.

The bibliography attempts to give an idea of the content of each
item along with a critical appraisal.

The conclusion evaluates the scope

and genereQ. quality of this abundant body of criticism.
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y el prfncipe preguntdh"
(An early work which has been lost)

"Albahaca"

El maleficio de la mariposa
Comedia en dos actos y un prologo (I919)

Maleficio

;

Los tl^teres de cachiporra: Tragicomedia
de don Cristobal y la setVa Rosi^
Farsa guinblesca en seis cuadros y una
advertencia (Note: No date of
composition is available, although it
is probably about I923.
It was not
performed until 1937)

Cachiporra

Mariana Pineda
Romance popular en tres estampas (I925)

Mariana Pineda

Teatro breve ( I928)
"El paseo de Buster Keaton"
"La doncella, el marinero y el estudiante"
"Quimera"

Teatro breve
"Buster Keaton"
"Doncella"
"Quimera"

La zapatera prodigiosa
Farsa violenta en dos actos y un prologo (I930)

Zapatera

Amor de don Perlimplfn con Belisa en su jardln
Aleluya erdtica en tres cuadros y un prblogo.
Version de camara (I93I)

Perlimplin

:

:

:

/

Retablillo de don Cristobal
Farsa para guinol (I93I)

:

Retablillo

xi
f

As£^ que pasen clnco afios

:

Leyenda del tiempo en tres actos
y cinco cuadros (I 93 I)
El publico ( 1933 )
"Ruina romana"

(two published scenes)

3

anos

Publico

"Cuadro quinto"
Bodas de sangre
Tragedia en tres actos y siete cuadros (1933)
;

Yerma
Poema traglco en tres actos y seis cuadros
( 193 ^^)
:

Dona Rosita la soltera, o El le nguale de las
flores
Poema granadino del novecientos, dividido en
varios jardines, con escenas de canto y baile

Bodas

Yerma

Rosita

:

(1935)

La casa de Bernarda Alba
Drama de mujeres en los pueblos de Espafia
(1936)
;

Bernarda Alba

Collections of Poetry mentioned in the Bibliography

Poema del Cantejondo

(I 92 I)

Poeta en Nueva York (1929~1930)

Cante

Nueva Yprk
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PREFACE

The theatre of Federico Garclfa Lorca is small in volume but broad
in its scope.

It consists of fifteen extant works which range over an

extensive theatrical gamut of fantasy, puppet farce, "human" farce,

surrealistic drama, experimental one-act plays, a twenty-scene spectacle
as yet only partially published, two "romantic" dramas, and three

tragedies with Aristotelian characteristics.
in verse, many in both; but whatever the form,

lyric poet is always in evidence.

Some are in prose, some
the hand of Lorca the

The plays were written in the period

1919-1936.
No Spanish-language playwright of this century has commanded

more international attention than Lorca.
on his

As a result, the bibliography

theatre is substantial in volume, although not always high

in quality.

It is the purpose of this dissertation to categorize

and evaluate the books and articles written on this body of work in

English, Spanish, French and Italian between
sible to readers in the United States.

19^

and 1970 and acces-

Most of what was written

before 19^0 amounts to reviews of individual performances of the plays;
1970 is deemed an appropriate cut-off date since a complete bibliography

of criticism after that year is not yet available.

xiii

The bibliography Is divided into two main parts ^ one on books
and the other on articles.

The part on books includes those devoted

entirely to Lorca’s theatre, books on his life and works, and a limited

number of significant chapters on his plays in studies of the Spanish
stage and in histories of European and world drama.

The part on

articles is sub-divided into ten sections, which treat the plays by
and large according to classification.

However, the quantity of stu-

dies on the tragedies has made it necessary to devote a separate

section to each of them.

Some biographical articles which make

significant references to the plays are also included, along with
a few serious introductions to editions of the works.

Newspaper

and magazine articles on individual performances of the plays have

been omitted.

part

I

BOOKS;

A. BOOKS ON THE LIFE AND WORKS

OF GARCIA LORCA

Auclair, Marcelle. Enfances

et

mort de Garcia Lorca

.

Paris:

Ed. du

Seuil, 1968.

The value of this book rests in its biographical
material rather
than Its critical insights.

Having known Lorca personally and having

lived through his successes and failures, Auclair
is able to reveal
the mental and emotional processes that the
poet went through in

preparing

a

play for the stage.

This author manages to maintain

objectivity in her treatment of Federico, something that many
of his
author-friends have not been able to do.

,

Maria Teresa.

El mundo portico de Federico Garcia Lorca

Juan, Puerto Rico;

.

Americas,

,

San

Biblio teca de Autores Puertorriquenos, 1954.

Garcia Lorca:

Vida y obra

.

New York:

Las

1955.

In a preliminary note to Vida y obra

.

Babfn explains that this is the

first book that she has written which is not a requirement for a uni-

versity degree and therefore is intended for
earlier works.

a

wider

Nevertheless, but for the addition of

public than her
a

biographical

.

chapter in Vida y obra

.

the content of the two books is
essentially the

same

Babfn organizes her material thematically
rather than chronologically and approaches Lorca's works from
various directions. Integrating

his theater, poetry, and prose,
to be time and death,

she considers Lorca's principal themes

the one inseparable from the other:

of death allied to and a consequence of time.

the "spectacle

Among other key ideas

elaborated byBabcf'nis Lorca's persistent integration
of the landscape with the rest of the natural world:

the sky, moon,

stars, wind

and air.

Babin sees Lorca as having been influenced on the
one hand by
the whole gamut of Spanish literary tradition from
the Middle Ages
on,

and on the other hand by his contemporaries:

Valle-Inclan and Dali, among others.

Juan Ramo"n Jime^nez,

This dual historical approach

is intelligently combined with the synthetic view of the
works them-

selves to give the reader many valuable insights into the whole of

Federico's obra.

Babin, Mar^a Teresa.

La prosa ma^gica de Garci^a Lorca

.

Santander:

Isla de los Ratones, I962.

[Also appears in Asomante I (I962).]

A brief and general treatment of Lorca's accomplishments in the
arts.

Not up to the quality of her other works on Federico.

Barea, Arturo.

lisa Barea.

I^rca

;

The Poet and His People

London;

Faber and Faber,

gl poeta y su pueblo

•

.

.

4th ed.

Trans, by

194^5.

Buenos Aires;

Losada,

I 957

The approach taken by Barea is perhaps more
cultural than literary

The three chapters that make up his book, all of which
deal with Lorca'
theatre, are "The Poet and the People," "The Poet and
Sex" and "The

Poet and Death."

The first, from which the title of the book is

taken, deals with Mariana Pineda and Ros i ta , which Barea explains

have none of the political intent that other commentators have read
into them.
"The Poet and Sex" treats sex from the point of view of the women
in Bodas and Yerma .

sentation

In th^^se plays, Barea sees a dramatic repre-

of the traditional Spanish sexual code, i.e., that procre-

ation and fecundity are the purposes and not merely
of sex in marriage.

Yerma

,

a

consequence

The treatment of Bodas is better than that of

which makes the outrageous statement that Yerma kills her

husband because she is afraid of dishonoring him.
Barea sees death as triumphant in Bodas and Yerma

and he con^

cludes that Lorca's works are proof that the poet's personal problem
was the feeling of having to live in the face of imminent death.

The three-pronged approach of these essays is penetrating.
The danger exists, however, that Barea may have approached Lorca's
works, at least in part, with preconceived notions (i.e.,

upbringing fosters

a

a

Catholic

variety of sexual abnormalities) that blind him

to other avenues of interpretation.

Belamich, Andr^,

Lorca .

Mesnil-sur-l'Estree (Eure), France:

Gallimard,

1962.

A book on Lorca's life and works with only eighteen pages devoted
to his theatre and containing nothing but plot summaries.

Berenguer Carisomo, Arturo.

Las mascaras de Federico Garc^^a Lorca

.

Buenos Aires, 19^1.

An impressive study which relates the individual works to each
other and to Spanish literature on

a

Berenguer traces

broad scale.

the poet's roots back to Juan Ruiz and Gc^hgora, seeing in Lorca both
the "daring” of the Arcipreste and the "elegance” of don Luis.

The critic sunmarizes the fundamental elements of Lorca'
as seven "signos”:

s

obra

vibrant lives

"el slgno de la vida en espera”:

that are ultimately destroyed either by death (Mariana Pineda) or by

disintegration of hope (Novia, Yerma, Belisa, Rosita)
la tierra”:

•

el signo de

the omens and intuitions of the old people (like Madre,

Vleja Pagana, Marcolfa and the Ama of Rosita)

which function like

the rites of nature; "el signo de la fuerza"

virility (Leonardo

:

del destlno
and Vf'ctor), blood and the law of chastity; "el signo

invcncible":

life
the tragic victims who perish in the vortex of

(Perlimplifn, Novio, Juan); "los signos teluricos";

the moon and

Bodas, and the rosa
the forest as concretions of the tragedy of

mutabile of Rosita; "los signos magico-populares"

:

the "trasmundo

«hlch

lives on after the play la over,
such as the rotnances of

Mar iana Pineda , the mysteries of
the forest In Bodas and the
shep
herd's song In Yenaa; and "el slgno
ll'rlco":

the omnipresence of

poetry.

This is unquestionably on the the
better books on Lorca.

Bertini, Giovanni Maria.

La poesia di Garcia Lorca

Torino:

.

Viretto

19^+8.

Nothing on the theatre.

Campbell, Roy,

Lorca:

An Appreciation of His Poetry

.

Cambridge,

England, 1952.

The three pages devoted to theatre are useless plot summaries.

Cano, Jose Luis.

Destino,

I 962

Garc£"a Lorca:

Biografi^a ilustrada

.

Barcelona,

.

Rich in photographs, but strictly biographical, with only casual

references to Lorca's works.
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Federico Garcifa Lorca

Cobb, Carl W.

Cobb states that his

.

New York:

Twayne,

I 967

.

purpose in writing this book is to discover

the dichotomy of Lorca's works, most effectively represented by

Romancero gitano and Poeta en Nueva York

.

The chapter on his theatre,

entitled "Five Major Dramas," presents opinions of questionable
value.

"Quimera" and "Keaton" are discarded as pieces hardly worth
The only plays he considers are Zapatera

the trouble of deciphering.

,

The comments on Zapatera are brief

Rosita a nd the three tragedies.

but penetrating, since they discuss the Vecinas as figures of move-

What Cobb has to say on the other plays is of

ment and color.

little consequence.

Garcia Lorca .

Cobelli, Enzo.

2nd. ed. Mantova:

La Gonzaghiana, 1959-

Biography.

Correa, Gustavo.

Oregon:

La poes/a m^tica de Federico Garcia Lorca

.

Eugene,

Univ. of Oregon Publications, 1957-

Lorca on
Correa observes in his introduction that approaches to
the mythic plane are scarce.

i.e.,

The object of his book is precisely that,

to analyze Lorca’s poetry

and plays

(

Bodas and

The chapter

Yema

)

(

Cante , Romancero gitano, and Nueva Yo rk)

on the cosmic and mythic pianos.

on Yerma is impressive.

Dividing his study into

elements of the play:
three sections, Correa treats all major

7

Yerma's concept of honor and the question of guilt for her barren
the mythic aspects of child-bearing and motherhood,

state,

and the

/

structure of the play's five songs.

Both of the analyses sound very impressive, but the author makes
them unnecessarily difficult by attributing special meanings to his

terminology without defining his terms.

A Granade, sur les pas de Garcia Lorca.

Couffon, Claude.
Seghers,

I 962

.

[Spanish edition, Granada y Garcia Lorca
Kordon.

[Paris]:

^enos Aires:

,

trans. by Bernardo

Losada, 1967»]

Principally biography, with notes on the historical background
of Bernarda Alba and the first appearance of Teatro breve

Crow,

John A.

Federico Garcj^a Lorca

.

Los Angeles:

.

Univ. of California,

19^5.

Columbia
Crow, a friend of Lorca's during the latter's stay at

book is
University in 1929, states that the purpose of writing this
would have done.
to present Lorca and his works as the poet himself
is one of the least help
As a source of ideas on Federico's obra , this

ful to be found.

de la Guardia, Alfredo.

Buenos Airesi

Garcf'a Lorca:

Persona y creacion

.

3rd ed

Schapire, 1952.

More than just a study of Lorca's life and
works, this is also
an introduction to the European theatre scene
of the first half of
this century.

In spite of the fact that de la Guardia
discusses

many of Lorca's plays, only the analyses of Bodas
and Yerma
worth mentioning.

are

He treats Bodas not only on Spanish terms but

also in relation to world drama.

This chapter plus the one on Yerma,

in which the critic compares and contrasts the two plays,
are the

highpoints of an otherwise average study.

del Rio, Angel.

Vida y obra de Federico Garci^a Lorca

.

Zaragoza:

Ed. Zaragoza, 1952.

Although del Rio mentions most of Lorca's plays in this study,
he offers little in the way of critical analysis.

ductory and consequently superficial.

The work is intro-

The section on Lorca's theatre

also appears in English translation in Duran's collection of essays
on Lorca.

D^az-Plaja, Guillermo.

Federico Garcfa l.orra

Buenos Alresi

Guillermo

Kraft, 1948.

Buenos Aires;

Espasa Calpe, I954, I955, I961,
1968.

Only one ^hhrt section of this book is
devoted to Lorca's theatre.
The rest is on his poetry.
Z apatera , Bo das , Yerma,

Of the six plays discussed

Rosita and Bernarda Alba ^

.

(

Mariana Pineda

the only analysis

worth noting is that of Rosita, in which
Di^az-Plaja draws an interesting parallel between that play and Yerma.
of sterility:
one.

Yerrrw on a biological plane,

Both plays are cries

Rosita on

a

sentimental

The other analyses are superficial and contribute
little to the

reader's understanding of Lorca's theatre.
The only difference between the Espasa Calpe and the
Kraft

editions is that the latter contains selections from Lorca's
poetry
and prose.

The four editions of Espasa Calpe are reprints of the

same text.

Dur^n, Manuel, ed.

Lorca;

wood Cliffs, N.J.:

A Collection of Critical Essays

.

Engle-

Prentice-Hall, I962.

Dur/n states that his purpose in publishing this collection of
essays is "to provide the reader with as comprehensive a view of

Lorca as possible, one in which many facets would -complement each
other and provide volume, depth and detail."

However, only three

of the twelve articles are on Lorca's theatre, and they are strange

.

10

choices:

some pages taken from Angel del r/o's Federico Garci"a Lorca:

Vida y obra

;

"Humor in the Plays of Federico Garci'a Lorca" by Susan

Smith Blackburn (a reprint); and Francis Fergusson's study of Perlim(reprinted here for the third time).

Since each of these will

appear in a subsequent section of this bibliography, suffice it to
say here that DurcT^'

s

selections are dubious at best and in fact

contradict his stated purpose.

The only place that is really com-

prehensive is del Rf'o's, which, despite its superficiality and occasional inaccuracies, does treat Lorca’s entire theatre.
burn article is both trivial and unconvincing.

The Black-

While there is nothing

intrinsically wrong with Fergusson’s treatment of Perlimplin

,

it is

strange to find a study on that marvellous example of Lorca’s wit
side by side with an uninspired article on humor, with nothing at
all on the playwright's grand tragic vision.

Eich, Christoph.

Madrid:

Federico Garci^a Lorca, poeta de la intensidad

Credos, 1970.

.

Pnd ed.

[Spanish version by Gonzalo Sobejano.]

This book is on Lorca’s poetry, but pertinent to his theatre

because of the relationship it establishes between them through the
constant theme of death.

Bodas is considered to be the most signif-

icant treatment of the death theme in all of Lorca.

plays intelligently.

Eich handles the

Flecniakoska, J.L.
Bordeaux;

L'Univers poetique de Federico Garci^a Lorca

.

Biere, 1952.

A book devoted principally to Lorca's poetry, with one
chapter
on his theatre.

In some cases the critic's judgments are totally

unreliable, making this a work of little or no value as far as
Lorca's
theatre is concerned.

Flys, Jaroslaw M.

Madrid:

El lenguaje portico de Federico Garci"a Lorca

.

Credos, 1955

Nothing on Lorca's theatre.

Fusero, Clemente.

Carcia Lorca

.

[Milan];

This book discusses most of Lorca'

s

Dall'Oglio, 1969*

plays, but the only section

worth mentioning is the one on Mariana Pineda , which treats the play
as if it were an opera,

and suggests that certain scenes may be con-

sidered arias and musical duets.

neither original nor profound.

The comments on the other plays are

12

Callego Morell, Antonio.
dlbujos .

Madrid:

CaxcU

Lorca:

Cartas, postalea, ooerna- v

Moneda y Credit©, I968,

Nothing on Lorca's theatre.

It reproduces letters, post cards

and drawings, many of which are not incioded
in the Obras completas .

Garci^a, Lorca,

Federico,

Obras completas

.

16 eds

,

Madrid:

Aguilar,

1954-1971.

This impressive volume contains virtually everything that Lorca

published and much more that he did not:

his poetry from Libro de

Poemas through Div/n del Tamarit : all his known theatre that has not

been lost or suppressed, including the only two scenes of p<iblico
published during his lifetime; his prose, interviews, drawings and

music and

a

variety of personal correspondence.

The prologue "Fede-

rico en persona" is the essay that has been subsequently reprinted
both as an article and a book (See item in this section)

.

The brief

epilogue is by Vicente Aleixandre, who mentions that Federico read to

him "Sonetos del amor oscuro,"

Unfortunately, these were never

published and therefore are not inlcuded in this volume.

Guillen, Jorge.

Fede rico en personar

Buenos Aires:

Biography.

completas

Semblanza y epistolarlo

.

Emec/, I959.

The essay serves as the introduction to
the Qbras

.

Gonzalez Carbalho, Jose.
Santiago;

Vida, obra y tnuerte de Federico Garcia Lorca

Ercilla, I938 and I94I.

A very general work on Lorca's life and works, with only
two

chapters devoted to the latter, one on poetry and one on the
theatre.
The book fails to give thorough treatment to any of the plays.
Gonzalez'

conclusion on Lorca's theatre is simply that it is the

product of a poet and not a playwright:

the speeches are poetic

and the characters possess an internal musical harmony.

Honig.

Edwin.

Garc:^a Lorca .

Norfolk, Conn.:

New Directions, 1944

and 1963.

Originally published in 19 ^^^ this is one of the earliest comprehensive studies of Lorca's life and works.
chapters are on his theatre.

Three of the eight

"Poet on Stage--Dramatic Experiments"

treats the plays from Maleficio through Ptiblico

Folk Tragedies" is on Bodas, Yerma and Rosita

.

.

"Women on Stage-The only change

.

Ik

between the I9M. and the I963 editions
occurs in this chapter.

In

the new version Honig replaces
Alfredo de la Guardia-s synopsis of
B ernards Alba with his own study
and speculates that Federico iden-

tified personally with any number of
his characters, specifically,

Mariana Pineda, both PerlimpliTn and Belisa,
and all the heroines in
the rural tragedies.

The third chapter, "Image into Action,"
is con-

cerned with Lorca’s transition from poet to
playwright,

a

progression

which Honig sees somewhat analogous to the
development of medieval
epic into ballad and finally into Golden Age
drama.

Along with his extensive plot summaries, Honig
makes some intelligent and thought-provoking observations.

For example, he treats

as a musical composition in which the major motifs
(Mecan<<-

grafa-Maniqul^)

and the minor motifs (Gato-Nino and Amigo 2 °)

a kind of counterpoint and fugue.

Bo^

form

Along these same lines, he calls

and Yerma the "concertl" of Lorca’s theatre, in which theme,

characterization and technique are all interwoven.
The critical merit of the book varies considerably from play
to play.

The reader is advised to use the I963 version, which is

richer in critical insight than the earlier version.

Iglesias

Rami^^rez,

Barcelona:

Manuel.
Dux,

[

Federico Garcf^a Lorca:

El poeta universal

1955 ].

Brief mention of Lorca's theatre in passing, which says little

of any value.

The book contains a section of selections from the

plays, but with no commentary.

.

Infiesta, Roberto,
Havana:

mnera rio

li^ico de Federico Garcf^a T.nr..

Lecture at the Club Femenino de
Cuba, I951.

The text of a talk which is limited
to Lorca’s poetry.

The

approach is chronological, covering
his collections from Libro de
yo^raas through Divan del Tamarit.

Laffranque, Marie.
Paris:

Les Idees esth^tiques de Federico Garcia Lorca

.

Centre de Recherches Hispaniques, I967.

This book is essentially biographical and treats
Lorca’s works
as a part of the chronology of his life.

The only play which is

given any substantial attention is Publico which Laffranque
considers
a manifesto of Lorca’s ideas on 1
)

conventions of society)

artistic expression and

j

free from the

the profound sincerity necessary for

2)
3)

free love (that is,

tHe social revolution that will restore

hope to mankind.

Unfortunately, Laffranque does not elaborate on

the last point.

The section on Ptjblico is intelligent and penetra-

ting.

Marinello, Juan.

Garc/.a Lorca en Cuba.

Nothing on the theatre.

Havana:

Belie, 1965*
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Mora Guarnido, JosS.

Federico Garcia Lorca y

para una biografla «

Buenos Aires;

3u

mundo:

Testimonio

Losada, 1958.

This book is essentially biographical and treats Lorca's theatre

only psurenthetically .

with theatre.

Three chapters are more or less concerned

The chapter entitled "Friso de mujeres" presumes to

treat Lorca's heroines but does not.

It makes a leading statement

that the women in his theatre suffer from frustration
go on to develop the idea.
aire

—but

does not

The result Is that the theatre sections

more anecdotal than critical.

Morla Lynch, Carlos.

En Bspana con Federico Garcia Lorca:

de un diario Intimo, 1928-1956 .

Madrid:

P&ginas

Aguilar, 1957.

A personal account of Lorca's last eight years, written by an

intimate friend.

Parrot, Louis.

Valuable background reading.

Federico Garcia Lorca .

[Paris]:

This work is mostly concerned with biography.

Pierre Seghers, 19^9

There is some

on the other
discussion of Mariana Pineda and Yerma, but very little

plays.

of
One section of the book contains French translations

Lorca's poems

Ramos-Gil, Carlos.

Claves Ulricas de Garcia Lorca:

la expresic^n y los climas poe^ticos lorquianos

.

Ensayo sobre
Madrid;

Aguilar,

1967.

Nothing on the theatre.

Rejano, Jurn,

El poeta y su pueblo

.

Mexico City:

Centro Andaluz,

I9hh.

Not on Lorca's life or works, but an expression of anger about

his death.

More emotional than factual.

Scarpa, Roque Esteban.

Lorca .

Santiago:

El dramatismo en la poesia de Federico Garci^a
Ed. Universitaria,

I96I.

An examination of Lorca’s poetry which points up no real connection between it and his theatre.

Schonberg, Jean-Louis.
Paris;

Federico Garcia Lorca:

1*

Homme--! 'Oeuvre

.

Plon, I956.

A la Recheche de Lorca

.

Neuchatel, Switzerland:

Baconni^re, I966.

The format of the two books is similar, the second being

recent version of the first.
poetry, essays and theatre.

a

more

We have here a work on Lorca's life,
The section on theatre treats all the

plays, but has very little to say of any real substance.

Trend, J.B.

Federico Garci^a Lorca

.

Cambridge, England:

R.I. Severs,

1951.

A short essay that devotes two paragraphs to Lorca's plays.
The rest of the essay is on his poetry, especially the poet's Interest
in children's songs and lullabies, without relating them to his

theatre.

Trend, J.B.

Lorca and the Spanish Poetic Tradition

.

Oxford, England:

Basil Blackwell, 1956.

One chapter is devoted to Lorca and that is essentially on his
poems, with only passing comments on Mariana Pineda and the three

tragedies.

The other chapters are on Unamuno, Darf!o, Cervantes,

Calderdn and others.

Umbral, Francisco.

Lorca, poeta maldito .

Madrid:

Biblioteca Nueva,

1968.

In the twenty chapters that comprise this study, Umbral approaches

Lorca's literature (both poetry and drama)
of view of the poet being

necessary conditions:

a

from the point

maldito , for which there are three

some association with demonic powers, sexual

abnormality and a tragic, premature death.

Umbral tries to reach Lorca’

works via the Andalusian duende and the poet's own personal life.
the
His rationale is that since the poet was a homosexual, he lived on

living
edge of society and thus became the spokesman for three groups

under similar conditions:

the gypsies of Spain,

the Negroes of New

York and the homosexuals of the world.
the book's
Although its validity may certainly be questioned,

approach is seriously thought-provoking.

Vizque* Ocana, Fernando.

Garci^a Lorca:

Vida, c/ntico v muertP

.

Mexico City;

Biografifas Gandesa, 1957

A biography.

What there is of Lorca’s plays amounts to sketchy

plot summaries.

Vian, Cesco.

Federico Garcia Lorca;

Ed. Universitarie,

e

drammaturgo

.

Milan;

[1951]

Another book on Lorca'
to his theatre.

Poeta

s

life and works, with one chapter devoted

It gives a good general view of what it is all

about and is concise and accurate but not particularly profound.

Vicent, Manuel.

Garcia Lorca .

Madrid;

EPESA, 1969*

This is an unusually good biography, which gives not just a

chronology of Lorca’s life, but also presents his personal motivations and social philosophy.

Considerable attention is paid to the

composing of Mariana Pineda , but what Vicent has to say about the
other plays is much less informative.
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BOOKS ON THE THEATRE
OF GARCIA LORCA

B.

Bianchi, Sarah.

Unicornio,

El guirtol en Garcia Lorca .

[B.A.]:

Cuadernos del

I 953 .

Although published as

a book,

this is only a brief and unin-

formative essay on Cachiporra

.

some comments on that play'

relationship to Retablillo and Perlim-

pl^n .

s

giving

a

sketchy plot summary and

The essay is of very little value.

Garcxa-Luengo, Eusebio.
Madrid:

Revision del teatro de Federico Garcia Lorca

.

Cuadernos de Politica y Literature, 1951 •

An essay on Lorca's theatre with opinions that show

a

complete

lack of understanding of the works and have no basis in fact whatsoever.

For example, the critic denies that there is sincerity in

Lorca's writings because he never personally experienced suffering
in his own life.

He condemns Lorca's theatre for reaching the spec-

tator merely through the senses of sight and hearing, but not succeeding in moving him emotionally.

Finally, he concludes that Lorca's

drama has all the external elements of theatre but lacks a true

dramatic basis.
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Guerrero Zamora, Juan.

El teatro de Federico Garcia Lorca

.

Madrid:

Ra^z, 1948.

This is a short essay which attempts to discuss all Lorca's
theatre in some twenty pages.

Needless to say, it fails.

The topics

discussed include the relationship between Lorca's poetry and his
drama, love and death in his theatre, and his literary relationships

with Synge, Valle-Inclan and Lope de Vega.

A modified version has

subsequently been included in Guerrero Zamora's four-volume history
of the contemporary theatre, listed in Part I, section C.

Lima, Robert.

The Theatre of Garci^a Lorca

.

New York:

Las Americas,

1963.

Lima wrote this book on the premise that all Lorca'
revolve on a single axis:

s

plays

the preservation of honor, which leads

to the frustration of love, hence, of life itself; the passing of

time intensifies the frustration, which in turn becomes despair

and ultimately leads to death.

Lima's attempt to schematize Lorca's

themes is both praise-worthy and interesting, but he does not define

what he means by honor and makes no distinctions between the varying

manifestations of it in different works or in the same work.

While

his basic premise may be faulty and not applicable to all Lorca's
charac
plays, Lima understands the underlying motivations of Lorca's
ters.

There is a chapter of biography which is concise
yet complete,
and an extensive bibliography matched only by
that of Machado Bonet.
Not every bibliographical reference is complete
because often
a correspondent would furnish Lima with a reference
lacking a vital

statistic.

In many cases, the author has found it impossible
to

locate and check the item.
The most serious fault with the book, in addition to the impre-

cision regarding the concept of honor, are the unnecessarily long
plot summaries, which in themselves form most of the analyses of
the plays.

In spite of these flaws, the chapter of conclusions

is thought-provoking.

Lima is currently preparing a revised edition

of this work.

Machado Bonet, Ofelia.
tica.

Federico Garci^a Lorca:

Su produccion drama^

Montevideo, 1951

A chronological presentation of Lorca's theatre.

There is one

chapter on each play, excepting only Cachiporra and Teatro breve

.

While many of the analyses are both thorough and intelligent, some
are weak.

The first chapter, on Maleficio , is one of the sketchiest in
the book.

Tho analysis does not attempt to penetrate the work's

meaning, but rather talks about the failure of its only professional

performance.

Machado Bonet suggests many possible sources for the
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play, ranging from Aristophanes* The Birds
to Cervantes’ El coloquio

—

los perros .

Even if Lorca was not influenced by any or
all the

works mentioned, the list is thought-provoking.
The treatment of Mariana Pineda and Zapatera is
far better.

analysis of Mariana Pineda contains
of the text.

a

The

careful and accurate study

The discussion of Zapatera concentrates on the Zapatera

and on the town as

a

collective character.

The one fault in this

chapter is that the Zapatero does not receive the attention he descrv'cs.
In contrast,

shallow.

Ill

the chapters on Perlimpl

the entire

chapter on

^

j^n

.

^

anos and Publico are

anos no attempt is made to

show the relationship between the Joven and the other characters,
a key factor in

understanding the play.

The conclusion on Piiblico

is that the purpose of the work is to experiment with the integration

of the audience into the play as a character.

This judgment ignores

the fact that in one of the two published scenes ("Ruina romana"),

the audience is of no significance.

what every critic must face;
quences

Moreover, Machado Bonet avoids

the relationship between the two se-

.

The studies of Bodas, Yerma and Rosita are very good.. The

analysis of Bodas treats the Novia as the protagonist of the work,
and shows how the last scene, which at times had been attacked as

superfluous, is

a

necessary part of the tragedy:

the return of the

Novia to the house of her mother-in-law where the two women are
forced into a reconciliation in the face of tragedy.

The study of

Yerma avoids one of the pitfalls into which so many critics fall;

that of considering Yerma the
only character
in the play worthy of analysis.
The treatment
of R psita likewise goes beyond
the heroine to
deal with secondary characters,
and erven those on
the periphery of the action.
In the case of
.

B e rnards Alba. ,

the analysis is detailed but

lacks the penetrating observations
found in the
chapters on the other tragedies.

This book was published in 1951 when sound

studies on Lorca's theatre

v;ere

scarce, but it is

still very useful to the Lorca critic.

The

special value of the analyses is that, in most
cases, they do not isolate the central figure of

each play but rather see them in the larger con~
text of interaction with other characters.

The 44-

page bibliography is one of the most complete to
be found on Lorca

studies before the 1950*s.

Martinez Nadal, Rafael.

”E1 publico."

Amor, teatro

y caballos en la obra de Federico Garcia Lorca

Oxford*

Dolphin, 1970.

Shortly before his death, Lorca entrusted five
scenes of Publico to his good friend Martinez Nadal

.

with the request that they be
destroyed if anything
should happen to the poet. Two

of the scenes were pub-

lished during Lorca's lifetime and
appear in the Obras
^mpletas but the others remained a secret
until the
appearance of this study.
,

The book is divided into two main parts.
is an analysis of Ptlblico

.

The first

on the basis of the five

scenes in the author's possession.

Martinez Nadal gives

a detailed plot summary, as well as an analysis
of the

complex circular structure of the play and the characters
involved.

He writes that the work consists of "veinte

cuadros y un asesinato” and corrects the title of the
scene

Ruina romana" which the Obras completas mistakenly

calls "Reina romana."

He considers the main theme of the

play to be love, a phenomenon controlled by forces alien
to the free will of the individual and one that manifests

itself on all levels of existence, not just the human plan

Other related themes are homosexuality and the search for
the ultimate truth.

The second part of the book contains studies on
love, horses and theatre-within-the-theatre in Lorca's

plays.

Nadal establishes that love is the axis of all

Lorca's works, both theatre and poetry, and that the poet

appproaches it from every possible angle.

Horses are

never present for a 'irealistic or decorative purpose but
rather are introduced with a symbolic value, a prominent
example being the strong identif ication between horse

i
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and rider in the case
of Leonardo.
The use of theatrehin the theatre appears
in six of Lorca's
plays, making
It a major aspect of
his theatrical
technique, according
to Martinez Nadal and
a commentary in
itself of Lorca's
lifelong love of the theatre.
The study of Publico is
both unique and excellent.
The addition of the three
synthetic essays makes the book
as a Whole one of the
most concise and accurate
statements
on Lorca's major themes and
techniques.

Masini, Ferruccio.

Federico Garcia Lorca

LRocca San Cascian^i

e

la Barraca

.

Capelli, 1966.

The title of this book is misleading, since much of
it deals with Lorca’s plays and not just with his involv-

ment with the Barraca theatre group.

Moreover, the treat-

ment of the plays is incomplete and uninformative.

The

book gives the itinerary of the plays produced by the
Barraca and photographs of the group as well as of their
productions.

The appendix contains excerpts from Lorca's

interviews, which can also be found in the Obras completas
The book's merit rests in its value as an historical doc-

ument rather than as literary analysis.

.

Nourissier
Paris

Francois.

Garcia Lorca, drama t.n

.

L'Arche, 1955,

I

The approach taken by Nourissier is
to start from
the general and work toward the specific.

The critic

begins by giving a superficial history of
Spanish (and
European) drama since the fifteenth century.
This is

followed by plot summaries of nine of Lorca's
plays.
The only chapter of any real value discusses
the themes

and symbols in Lorca's theatre, but here too there
is
little substance or depth.
"tS-in

The concluding pages con-

some observations on death in Lorca's theatre

and on the playwright's own death.

.Although this book is not very penetrating, it doe
have one positive quality, that of viewing Lorca's

plays as examples of "total theatre"
song, dance and costumes

—a

— spectacle,

poetry

perspective rarely adopted

by other critics.

Sanchez, Roberto

teatro

.

G,

Garcia Lorca:

Sstudio sobre su

Madrid* 1950*

In this immature work, Sanchez tries to give an

overall view of Lorca's life*and theatre, but fails
to come up with anythini? of substance,

Kis Lreatment

of the plays relies
heavily on plot summaries,
which
are often incomplete.
Perhaps the poorest seotion
is
the one on ia«os, which
calls the work experimental
and
does not attempt to find
any meaning in it at all.
But
for an occasional interesting
observation, the book
contributes little to the reader's

understanding of

Lorca's theatre.
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CHAPTERS ON LORCA IN BOOKS

e.

ON SPANISH, EUROPEAN AND

WORLD DRAMA

Bentley, Eric.
A,

Knopf,

In Search of Theatre,

New Yorki

Alfred

1953.

A collection of essays which contains one on Bernarda

Alba .

(See Part II, section I),

Borel, Jean-Paul.

Reflexions sur

1*

Oeuvre d*Unanmno. de

Valle-Incl^n et de Lorca, pour le vingt-cinqui^me
anniversaire de leur mort
Secretariat de

1'

Neuchateli

.

Universite

,

Neuchatel

I 963 .

A brief three-part essay on the three authors men-

tioned in the title.

The pages on Lorca say little more

than that he revitalized "popular” literature by exalting
the Spanish pueblo

.

any real substance.

The text is too general to have
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Borel, Jean Paul.

T hd^tre de 1 * ImpoRsi hi

Neuchttel,

Switzerland, I963,

(Also a Spanish edition,

_E1

teatro de lo imposihlo
^

trans. by Gonzalo Torrente Ballester,
Madridi

Guadarrama, I966,)

Borel perceives a thematic constant in
the works
of five Spanish playwrights

— Lorca,

Benavente, Valle-

Inclan, Unamuno and Buero Vallejo— the impossibility
of knowing truth, love, passion or even life itself.

The chapter entitled "Lorca oul' amour impossible" con-

siders the impossibility of love as the basic theme in

Yerma
ters

,

Perli mplin and

in.

S

anos

.

Borel sees' the charac-

-Lorca’s plays (not just the three he treats

here) as leading lives devoid of love, as the poet him-

self did.

According to him, Lorca's message isi

Be

faithful to impossible love, for that is the only way
of making it possible.

Even if it proves impossible,

one must keep the hope of it alive.

Love is impossible in Yerma between Yerma and Juan

because the wife is obsessed with the idea of having

children while the husband is indifferent to the problem.
Likewise, a successful marriage is impossible between
Belisa", who is incapable of spiritual love, and Perlimplin

who is incapable of physical love.

The only recourse of
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the latter is to create
a lover for his wife
and commit
suicide.
Borel calls the ending a triumph
of love

because love is in fact realized,
albeit only through
the ultimate sacrifice.
In j^r^os, the impossibility
of love IS brought about because
the Joven
lives in a

world isolated from the other
characters in the play.
Borel has found a unifying thread
that runs through
Lorca’s theatre, isolated it in three
works and discussed
It intelligently.
His arguments for Yerma and
Perlimolin
are more convincing than the one for
5 aTios in which
he fails to integrate properly the
problem of
time in

the play with that of the impossibility
of love.

Gorddn, Jos^.

Escelicer,

Teatro experimental esDaiYol

.

Madridi

I 965 .

Partly a discussion of the experimental theatre in
Spain, partly an anthology of scenes from various plays

(including Bernarda Alba and

5

anos

)

.

this book devotes

a brief chapter to La Barraca and the group known as

Anfistora which was supposed to produce

Civil War but did not.
Lorca’s plays.

5

anos before the

Corded has little to say about

Guerrero Zamora, Juan.
£or^neo,

4 vols.

Hi^rAa
Barcelona

del teatro
t

Juan Flors, I96I-67.

A monumental four-volume
work on the modern European

and North American theatre.

In Volume

there is a

I

brief treatment of Lorca's
surrealist plays, which, for
the most part, consists of a
plot summary of 5 anos and
a very fragmented one of
Pdblico
Guerrero Zamora calls
.

^

"quiza la m^s acabada muestra de
inspiracic^n

surrealista derivada escenicamente que se
haya producido
en el mundo," but he never attempts to
justify
that

statement
The more detailed treatment of Lorca is in Volume
III, in a chapter called "El teatro neopopular de
Garcia

Lorca," which touches on all Lorca's plays, except the

puppet farces.

This is probably as complete a study of

his plays as may be found in a work on continental or

world drama.

Besides the discussions of Lorca's rela-

tionship to Lope and Synge, which appear in his earlier
work, El

t eatro de

Federico Garcia Lorca

,

the critic

gives a lengthy treatment of traditional Spanish sexual

mores and the significant role they play in Lorca's
theatre, such as the value placed on virginity (of

which the Novia is able to boast at the end of Bodas)
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The study of the plays is
more useful to the casual
student of drama who wants a
panoramic view of Lorca's
theatre than to the serious Lorca
critic.

Lewis, Allan.

The Conte moorarv

The^it.r-P

New York:

Crown, 1962,

A collection of essays on major
European and North

American playwri;q;hts like Ibsen, Chekhov,
Sartre,
Williams, Miller, et al.
The chapter on Lorca, "The Folklore Theatre—
Garcia
Lorca," addresses itself to the popular appeal of
Lorca’s

gypsy poetry and makes a few observations on his plays

prior to the three tragedies.
the tragedies, especially Bodas

Most of the essay is on
.

Lewis synthesizes the

meaning of the three tragedies as the conflict between
the law of honor and the law of passions.

He sees them

as lyrical dramas of sex in which women, who should enjoy

gratification and fecundity, never have their desires
fulfilled.
The biographical section makes a few inaccurate state-

ments, but the section on Bodas is penetrating and intelligent.
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Madariaga. Salvador de.

De Galdo^a

a

T.nrr.

Buenos Aires,

Sudamericana, i960.

A

senes

of essays on such modern writers
as Qaida's,

Ortega, Unamuno. Valle-Incl^n and
Lorca, to name but a few.
The chapter "Tres estampas de Federico
Garcia Lorca" is

essentially on Lorca's poetry.
Lorca

Madariaga calls most of

plays "masterpieces" but makes no effort
to ex-

s

plain why.

Perez Minik, Domingo.
c ont emporane 0

Goya,

.

Debates sobre el teatro esoanol

Santa Cruz de Tenerife (Canarias)j

1953.

Perez Minik wrote this study in an attempt to put

between the covers of one book a comprehensive view of
the generation of playwrights that

Spain produced

between the two world wars.

He includes chapters on

specific writers like "Lorca

o

Incl^n

o

el mito tr^gico," "Valle-

la restauracidh del bululd”" and "Azorin o la

evasion pura" as well" as more general chapters on symbolism and other approaches to the theatre, i.e.,
baroque, classical and impressionistic.
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The author notes that
when such playwrij^hts
as Galdds
Benavente and the Quintero
Brothers (in whose realistic
plays the Madrid public
could see itself reflected)
were
supercedea^by poetic dramatists
like Lorca. Grau. and
Valle-Inolln, the Spanish
theatre ceased to attract
the
large audiences it had been
drawing.
The chapter on Lorca
treats four plays. Zapatera
and the three tragedies,
with
most of the attention focused
on Bodas
P^rez Minik .
sees Lorca's tragedies,
perhaps ohauvinistically as the
most original ever produced in
world drama.
In the Spanish
scheme of things, according to
this critic, the only
possible source of Lorca's inspiration
could have been
Lope.
.

.

This IS a concise study with some
carefully thought
out conclusions.

Rodriguez Chicharro, Cdsar.

Estudios literarinc;

.

(Cuadernos de la Facultad de Filosofia» Letras
y
Ciencias, j^20.) Mexico Cityj Univ. Veracruzana, I963.

Three disparate essays, the third of which is called
"La tragedia del amor y del tiempo" and is devoted to Lorca.
It is divided into three sectionsi

a short discussion of

his trip to New York, an even shorter section on his works
in general, and a major portion which is a study of

5

afios

.
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For this critic, the
basis of the conflict in
the play
is between the future
(represented by the Viejo) and
love
(represented by the Novia and
the MeoanoVafa )
The
critic correctly observes
that the two friends and
the
Viejo are "masks" or alter
egos which coexist within the
mind of the Joven. Rodriguez
Chicharro’s questionable
.

conclusion is that the play is a
drama of love frustrated by the passing of time.
The analysis, which consists
mostly of plot summary and a discussion
of the role of
time, is not very deep and is far
from complete.

It

does not recognize, for example, that
since the play
is taking place in the mind of the
Joven, he himself is

creating the outcome of the relationships.

Failing to

consider such underlying issues results in a
serious

oversimplification of the work.

Torre, Guillermo de.,

Garcia Lorca.
and i 960

Triptico del sacrificio;

Machado

.

Buenos Aires

i

Unamuno.

Losada, 1948

.

As the title indicates, this is a three-part book

with a section on Lorca that is principally biography and
treats his works only parenthetically.
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Torrente Ballester. Gonzalo.
2nd,

ed,

Madrid:

Teatro. espa Kol

Guadarrama, I968,

A lengthy book that treats
both major and minor

Spanish playwrights from Echegaray
to Sastre.
The chapter on Lorca is essentially the
study of Bernarda Mb^
Bernarda Alba y sus hijas, o un mundo
(
sin perdon"

which had previously been published in
English as an
article.
It will be considered in Part II,

in the section

devoted to that play.

Valbuena Prat, Angel.
Barcelona:

Historia del teatro espariol

.

Noguer, I956.

A history of the Spanish theatre from the Middle

Ages through Buero Vallejo.

The section "El teatro portico

de Federico Garcia Lorca" shows Valbuena Prat's total

lack of appreciation of Lorca's theatre.

He begins by

admitting that it is very difficult for him to judge the
work of one of his contemporaries, but he does not hesitate to call Casona's theatre superior to Lorca's.

The

basic problem is that Valbuena 's personal religious

attitudes get in the way of his critical judgment.

For

example, he finds the blasphemous rem.arks of the Vieja

Pagana in Yerma in bad
taste, and out of place
in a
Christian atmosphere and
criticises Bernards
for
its lack Of true religious
spirit.
Moreover,, he fails
to understand Yerma' s
sense of personal honor.
Valbuena does consider Zaeatera
to be a perfect fusion of
ballet with psychological and
costumbrismn comedy, but
calls the Vecinas and the men
of the town real human
beings, thereby failing to see
the poetic conception of
these characters.
The emphasis on Lorca's
"shortcomings" puts this
study seriously out of focus.
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part II articles,'
Ai>

ARTICLES ON LORCA'S THEATRE
IN GENERAL

Babi'n. Mari:a Teresa.

"El hombre y el mundo social

en la obra de Federico Garcia Lorca."

democracia XXXV (1955)*

La nueva

18-22.

A resume of chapters five and six of El mundo

poet ico—dp—Feder ico Garcia Lorca
I

,

considered in Part

of this bibliography.

Babin, Maria Teresa.

Lorca,"

'.'l!^

_niu j 6 r

en la_ obra de Garcia

La Torre IX (I 96 I)*

125 -I 37

.

A more detailed treatment of the role of women

that Babin begins to explore in "Garcia Lorca, poeta
del teatro."
She sees Lorca treating v/omen in a way they had

never been depicted before.

They are presented neither

as the stereotyped aristocratic ladies of the

Renaissance, nor as the one-dimensional desmavadas
of the Romantic drama, to cite only the extreme
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types mentioned bv
Dy aabin.

Lorca, on the contrary,

portrays the "overyday woman"
woman wi
+h +k«
with
the universal dimensions of the heroines of
Greek tragedy.
This is a much more
penetrating analysis than most
Of those attempted in
other studies.

Babin de Vicente, Mar^a Teresa.
del teatro."

Asomante IV,

"Garci^a Lorca,
2

(1948):

poeta

48-57.

An early article by Babin whose
subsequent books on
Lorca are reviewed in Part I of
this bibliography.
Here
she makes two main points that
one of Federico's
i

purposes was to educate the public to
accept poetic
theatre, and that his women are always
the main characters, the men merely serving as antagonists.

The first

point is obvious, while the second is an inaccurate

generalization that ignores the realities of any number
of plays (e.g, Malef icio

Publico

)

.

Teatro breve

.

5

anns and
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Blackburn^ Susan Smith.
Garoi^a Lorca."

m

"Humor in the Plays of
Federico
Manuel Dur^n. Lorca. A Oq-m..-

ti on of Critical Esspy?.

Prentice-Hall, I9621

.

Englewood Cliffs, N.J.i

I55-I66.

Early in her article, Blackburn
quotes George
Bernard Shaw on how one should
not attempt to write
about humor, but she succumbs to
the temptation anyway.
She finds three types of humor
in Lorca's plays

1

word humor, humor based on
character, and the humor of
situation.
A few of the examples she cites
are so
obvious that they are hardly worth
mentioning; some
find humor where Lorca may or may not
have intended it;
others simply reveal a misunderstanding of
the play-

wright's purpose,
Blackburn should have taken Shaw's advice more
seriously.

Her article is frivolous and trivial.

Blanco— Gonzale z

Manuel,

,

Drama Critique IX,

2

"Lorcas

The Tragic Trilosy."

(I966):

9I-97,

Drawing on the similarities of themes and details
of plot in Bodas

,

Yerma and Bernarda Alba

.

Blanco-

Gonz^lez builds his case for calling these three plays

a dramatic trilogy
on loye. marriage
and sexual desire.

He also demonstrates
that as the women become
increasin^ly strongsr character*^ +-ho
the men u
become weaker and
f

weaker until in

no male character
appears

on sta^e,

some statements are
accurate, some are exaggerations, but in any event
much of it has been said
before.

Camp, Jean.

"Federico, mon ami."

iLQurnal du Theatre

,^^98

(I954)

LjAva nt Scene
«

.

3.

A one-page discussion of
Lorca's theatre, which
Camp sees as an authentic offshoot
of Lope's.
At the
same time, he maintains that
Lorquian characters are

descendants of Gdhgora, which doesn’t
make much sense
camp considers Federico's crowning
achievement to be
Yerrna,

wherein occurs the most complete meshing
of
his poetic and dramatic talents.

Cano Ballesta, Juan.
social

1

"Garcia Lorca y su compromiso

El drama."

Insula #290 (Jan., 1971

)

3,

i

Drawing heavily on Lorca's interviews
in the Obras
c.pmbletas
Cano demonstrates that Lorca began
writing
theatre because it permitted him access
to a
,

larger

public than poetry did, and that he was
more interested
in creating literature of social value than
art for
its own sake,

Cano's presentation is convincing, but

perhaps too one-sided, since it fails to take into
account a good deal of Lorca's theatre, such as the
puppet farces and works like Bodas and Yerma.

del Rio, Angel,

"Federico Garcia Lorca

(

I899-I936

Revista hiso^nica moderna V I (I940):

,

)

I93-260,

The material in this 'article is part of del Rio's

hook Vida v obra de Federico Garcia Lorca
latter, see Part

I,

.

For the

Devote. Daniel.

..Leoturas de Garcia
Lorca."

Iatt£r^ure_eompar|e XXXIII
(I959),

Revv^

518-528.

An atte.pt to see
the influence on the
poefs ov«
writing of authors Lorca
read.
The article devotes
most Of its space to Lope.
Cervantes. Maeterlinck.
Ibsen and Lafeadio Hearn.
For example. Devoto sees
the fondo of "Preoisoa
y el aird' in Cervantes'
^

La gitanilla and elements
of "la oasada infiel" in
Lope's Periba«ez. While it
is possible that the

writers discussed did in fact
influence Lorca, the
presentation here is too superficial

to be convincing.

Devoto. Daniel.

"Notas sobre el elemento tradicional

en la obra de Garcia Lorca."
II

(1950)1

Filologia (B.A.)

292-341.

Most of this article is devoted to Lorca's
poetry.
The three sections on theatre deal with
Mariana Pineda

"Las tres farsas"

(

Zapatera

.

.

Perlimplin and Retablillo )

and "Los cuatro grandes dramas" (the last four plays).
The article focuses on the popular expressions.

One

interesting conclusion is that the entire trajectory
of Lorca's poetry until the time of Mar iana Pineda

(1925) is synthesized in
that play.
Devote has little to
say about anything
except the language of
the plays and

Za^t^

singles out

as “la .is rioa coleocion
de modismos
populares que aparece en la
literatura espaWola oontenpor^nea,

Garofa Lorca, Francisco.
of

"Prologue” to Three Traced

Federico GarciTa Lorca

1955

1

.

New York.

New Dimensions.

1-29.

An essay written by a member of
Federico’s family
has Its advantages and disadvantages.
If Francisco was as
close to his brother as he says,
he should be especially
able to discuss his brother’s personal
motivations as
well as his creative processes. However,
as brother to
Federico, the latter’s reputation (and that
of the family
as well) is first and foremost in his mind.
As a
result,

Francisco is careful not to say anything that might
mar
the Lorca image.

There are comments on most of Federico’s plays,

although both Gachiporra and Teatro breve are ignored.
Much of what Francisco says demonstrates clear thinking
on the works.

He is aware of the pronounced lyrical

element to be found throughout the plays as well as his

brother’s conscious desire to strip them down into

naked drama.

The commentary on the three
tragedies is
especially good, viewing them as he
does with both a
poetic and a dramatic perspective. He
has little to
say about P]^]?lico except that any
interpretation other
than a poetic one will lead to wrong
conclusions, which
seems to be another attempt to protect
his brother’s

good name.

Gd’mez Lance,

Betty Rita.

"Muerte y vida en el drama de

Federico Garcia Lorca."

Hisoania XLIII (i960):

376-377.

The substance of this very brief article is in the

first paragraph.

The rest merely adds a few details.

Gomez' premise is that Lorca's theatre is an expression
of the universal anguish of the temporality

of.

life,

peopled by characters who feel an immense desire to possess the power of deep introspection and thereby under-

stand themselves.

Even if this idea were valid

— and

is at best very dubious since play after play contra-

dicts it--it would be at once sabotaged by its hap-

hazard elaboration.

it

Helman, Edith F

New York;

Introduction to

Ia_^ atera

W.W. Norton & Co.,
1952,

DrodirTioc^g

15.41,

See entry in Section
C.

Hewitt, Barnard.

^ama

Review

"Lorca Discusses His Plays."
(I962):

7

Tulane

III-H9.

Rupert Allen's translations
of some of Lorca's
interviews from the Obras comnipt;..

Honig, Edwin.

"Dimensions of Imagery and Action
in the
Work of Garcia Lorca." Poetry
LXIII (Oct.,
I943-

Mar., 1944):

32-44.

A concise and penetrating analysis
of imagery and

musical motifs in Lorca's poetry and theatre.

Special

attention is given to the role of music and dance
in
^e_rlimpl^, 5 anos
.

.

Za oat era and Pifblico .

Honig sees in Lorca's art the "imaginative drama-

tization

of the conflict between abstract forces and

concrete forces.

This dramatization occurs in three

characteristic ways;

1)

in the sudden awakening of
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animate or inanimate beings to
qualities not usually
a part of their nature
2) in the desire of one element
of nature to become another;
3) in a halt of motion,
the need for all life to find
fixity.
i

This is a particularly
perceptive study and one
of the more successful attempts
at integrating Lorca's
poetry and his theatre.
Some of his ideas Honig elaborates here are touched on in his book
on Lorca.

Part

I

(See

)

Honig, Edwin.

"Toward a Lorca Theatre."

Quarterly XX (1950);

New Mexico

94-98.

An article on the plausibility of translating

and presenting Lorca's plays outside of Spain.
takes issue with Barea who says in Lorca

t

It

The Poet and

His People that his theatre is too Spanish in nature
to be successful in a non-Spanish-speaking country.

Honig, of course, adopts the opposite view, and time

has shown that he was right.

Krynen, Jean.

"Lorca y la tragedia."

hispanique et luso-bre'silien

9

Cahiers du Monde

(196?):

85-95.

A treatment of the "visicfh tr^gica" in Lorca's

poetry and theatre.

Krynen insists on
relating the

L°288-1936
ithe

^-"

underwent a homosexual
crisis, he therefore
created characters
whose erotic feelings
led to tragic
-as. The specific
comments on the plays
are commonplaces in Lorca
criticism.

Lazaro Carreter, Fernando
nando.
Lorca,

+
Apuntes
sobre el teatro de

£apeles

de Son Armadanp; XVIII

(196c

9-33.

I^zaro carreter has written
an article on diverse
aspects Of Lorca's theatre.
First, he finds it ironic
that Lorca s theatre, which
he considers to have been
written with a didactic,
social purpose and aimed at
his
own "pueblo." should have
received international acclaim
Secondly, he call Lorca's
theatre a product of
the

Modernist movement since Federico's
adolescence was nurtured by the plays of Villaespesa
and Marqulna.
He

points specifically to Mariana Pine da
as an example of
Ptodernist drama, because thematically
it is historical

and structurally lyrical.

Thirdly. Lazzaro sees as the

purpose of the songs in Lorca's plays to
implicate the
spectator in the action taking place on sta^e.
Finally,

he considers the common
denominator of Lorca's theatre
to be the explicit affirmation
of the
of the

f^.

four observations, not one has
any real validity.
The final paragraph of the
article suggests that
Lazaro did not consider this more
than a preliminary
draft of what was to be a more
complete study of
Lorca.

Leighton, Charles H,

Comparison,"

"Casona and Lorca*

A Brief

Modern Drama VTT (1964)*

This article is essentially on Casona'
not Lorca’s.

28-3^1-.

s

theatre,

Leighton begins by stating that Lorca and

Casona are the only two "original" dramatists to come
out of the "Generation of 192?."

Quoting Eric Bentley

to the effect that the usual role of the theatre is to
be a chronicle of the times and reveal a period's

material and spiritual structure, Leighton concludes
that Lorca’s dramas fall outside this mainstream but
that Casona’

s

do not.

famous of the two,

But since Federico is the more

Leighton proposes to use him as a

"yardstick" for measuring the stature of Casona,

What

seems to move the author of this article, however, is

more the enhancement of Casona than mere measurement.

Aranguren. Dolores.

..pederico Garcfa Lorca.

paisaje y sus tipos."

America

Su

(Barran-

quilla, Colombia) XI
#37 (I941),

13-26.

All the ideas elaborated
in this superficial
article-that Lorca had a deep
feeling for the Spanish
land, that his theatre
appeals to the "pueblo'," and
that the Madre in
is his most tragic characterhave since become commonplaces
of Lorquian criticism.

Bo^

Macri, Oreste.

"L'ultimo scritto di Lorca."

ibero-americ?3ni

I9-20 (I956)j

Quaderni

244-246.

Despite the title, the perspective of this
article
is a general one.

The few comments on Federico's works

are of no particular significance.

Martinez L(5pez, Enrique.

"Aljibe y surtidor

de Federico Garcia Lorca."

o la

Granada

La Tor re 40 (1962)1

Not a study on Lorca's works p er

se, .

but rather on

Granada as the f ondo of so much of his literature,

Martinez

L(^pez*

purpose in writing this article is to

11-

present what he thinks Lorca's
view of Granada was and
just how much his "patria
ohioa" influenced his
writing
The approach is interesting
and many of Lorca's characters are mentioned, but
unfortunately the plays are
not dealt with significantly.

Oliver, William

I.

"Lorca.

The Puppets and the Artist."

Tulane Drama Review VTT (1962)1

76-95.

Oliver believes that Lorca's long association
with
the puppet medium hampered him when he
attempted
to

write plays for real actors, i. e. that he had
become so
,

accustomed to writing plays for the puppet stage that
he did not realize that human actors do not have
the

same limitations as marionettes.

As Oliver sees it,

Maleflci^s failure on stage was due to the fact that it
was performed by real actors. (Lorca in fact meant
it to be performed by real actors).

He also considers

Marian a Pineda to be as much a puppet play as Malef icio
in which the spectator can almost see the strings

attached to the characters.

His thinking on "Doncella”

and "Keaton" goes along the same lines.

5

anos is to

Oliver a dramatic failure because it is not possible to
stage a surrealistic play successfully.

The critic

concludes that it was not until Retablillo that Lorca

matured as a playwright.

.

Whereas Oliver's approach is
interesting and
stimulates thought on some of
Lorca's less studied
plays, the validity of his
opinions is very questionable.
Under the heading of "puppet plays"
Oliver includes every
thing but Lorca's last four works.

Oliver. William

I.

"The Trouble with Lorca."

Drama VII (1964)

i

Modern

2-15.

Oliver is a devote of Lorca who has taught his
plays, acted in and directed them, and even translated
some of them.

The primary focus of his article, how-

ever, are Federico's "defects" as a playwright.

He

finds Lorca's greatest dramatic virtue to be the

creation of plots, while his vices are allowing the

action of the plays to bog down under excess of language
and trying to stage concepts rather than situations.
Oliver considers the worst instance of imagistic excess
in the post-1930 plays to be Sodas

.

which puts form

before content and lacks a natural fusion between the
"realistic" first two acts and the "symbolic'/ last
one

Despite the fact that Oliver is well acquainted

with Lorca's works, he is obviously disturbed by Federico's very poetic approach to theatre, which one has

I

the impression he doesn't understand or
finds hard to

reconcile with how he, Oliver, thinks a play
should be
written.
Oliver's praise of Ijorca for his
"plots"

is particularly strange since Lorquian theatre
is, by

conventional standards, close to being plotless,
Federico's dramatic situations are, after all, by

conviction and design skeletal, and his stagecraft
reflects it.

Olmos, Francisco.
Lorca."

"Las ideas dramd'ticas de Garcia

Cultura universitaria (Caracas)

LXXIII (July-Dee,, 1960)t

LXXII-

56 - 8 O.

Primarily on Lorca's ideas on theatre as revealed
in his interviews in the Obras completas

.

Olmos'

own comments on the plays are of little consequence.

Pandolfi, Vito.
La Rassegna

"Garcia Lorca dalla poesia al dramma,"
d'

Italia Sept. -Oct,, 19^7*

118-122.

The focus of this article is on Lorca himself

as he progressed from poet to playwright,

Pandolfi

attempts to understand the works by first understanding

the man and his preoccupations.

He makes certain

statements about Lorca which, unfortunately, he does
not explain, such as Federico being a man who did not

know the meaning of existence (in Camus' sense of the
word);. a man whose life bordered on the "absurd"^

and one who used his works as an evasion of reality,
Pandolfi goes on to say that during his career Lorca
went through an about-face and that by the time he
wrote Bernarda Alba he was ready to confront social

reality head-on.
Despite a superficial treatment of the plays

and some vague statements regarding Lorca himself,
the article is of interest in so far as it concerns
the relationship between the poet as a man in society

and his maturation process as a person and as an
artist.

Pradal, Gabriel.

"La paloma y el leopardo

o

lo humano

Garcia Lorca."
y lo inhumano en la obra de Federico

Cuadernos americanos XCIV

,

4 (1957)*

193"207,

Pradal views Lorca's works as essentially realistic

and dealing with existential problems, the major theme
being the problem of justice.

He finds no evidence for

own sake.
labeling Lorca as a creator of art for its

The dual defect in
this article is an
absence
of ideas of any
substance and a lack of
unity.
There

are very loosely linked
discussions of both Lorca's
theatre and poetry.

Surchi, Sergio.

"Sulla natura popolare del
teatro di
Garcia Lorca."
Si pari o (Milan) VIll
(I953),

10 - 11

,^8li

.

A very general article
inspired by the first

Italian edition of Lorca’s plays.

It gives little or

no insight into his theatre.

Torre, Guillermo de.
VIII, 88 (1943)

"Federico Garcia Lorca."
3

«

- 22

Nosotron

.

A very general view of Lorca's life and works.

Una encuesta de Insula
I nsula

»

"El teatro de Garcia Lorca."

^168 (Nov., 1960)1

8.

In i960, when Yerma was revived on the Madrid stage,

Insula directed two questions on Lorca's theatre to a

group of Spanish writers
and critics including the
poet
Vicente Aleixandre and
playwrights Alfonso Sastre and
Antonio Buero Vallejo
What is Lorca's position in the
Spanish theatre?
2) Will his theatre have an influence
on the younp playwrights currently writing for the
Spanish stage?
The answers to these questions,
of course, are
varied and purely a matter of personal
opinion.
Some
1)

of the responses are evasive or
vacuous, others are

candid.

The article is worth reading for the
ideas of

such figures as Sastre, Gabriel Celaya and
Jose Maria

Castellet, who frankly recognize that while Lorca
is
a figure of great prestige in the history of Spanish

drama and that his contribution to it is great, his

influence on the current generation of playwrights is
and will continue to be negligible.

Vel^zquezL, Alberto.

Garcia Lorca."
(

1947

):

"Poesia y sino tragico de Federico

Revista de Guatemala VII,

3

11-44.

Basically on Federico's poetry, with only the

briefest references to his theatre.

Villarejo, Josg" S.

"Garolfa Lorca, su vida
y su obra."

R evista del Atene o paraguavn
XIX,

I9

(194o)i

64-72.

A general article which offers
very little infor-

mation on Lorca’s life and his works.

As far as

theatre is concerned, Villarejo says little
more than
that Lorca was able to combine h:s talents
for music

and drawing with his dramatic abilities in the
production of his plays.

Wells, C. Michael.

"The Natural Norm in the Plays of

Garcia Lorca."

F.

Hispanic Review 38 (1970)1

299-313.

The basic point made in this article is that the

fundamental theme in Lorca's theatre is the clash be-

tween the natural norm (i.e., natural instincts) and
external social pressures.

In some cases Wells is

successful in proving his point (with Mariposa and Bernarda
Alba )

.

other times less so (e.g. Rosita

) .

While his

basic premise is highly plausible. Wells' elaboration is

sometimes shoddy and not well thought out.

He gives

Malef icio an especially detailed, if not always accurate,
analysis

faO

Zdenek, Joseph W.

“La

rtiujer

de Garcia Lorca."

y la frustraoic^n en lasoomedias

Hispania 38 (1955)1

67-69.

A simplistic view of Lorca's women as the
person-

ifications of abstracts*

Mariana Pinecia represents

liberty; dona Rosita, loneliness; Adela» virginity;

Bernarda Alba, tyranny, etc.

The "frustration" in the

title refers to Yerma's frustrated desires of motherhood, Rosita*

s

futile wait for the return of her cousin,

the Madre's vain hope of seeing her line perpetuated

through offspring, and all the women under Bernarda

Alba's domination who long for the freedom to love
and be loved by a man.

However much it is grounded in

fact, Zdenek's treatment is both superficial and over-

simplified.
The term comedia of the title is used, strangely

enough, in its classical Spanish sense, to refer indis-

criminately to comedy and tragedy, even though the five
plays considered in the article are Lorca's most
dramatic works.

tragic mold.

Three of them are, in fact, in the
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B,

THE INSECT FANTASY AND THE
PUPPET FARCES

I

EL MALEFICIO DE LA MARTPQSA
LOS TITERES DE CACHIPQRRA

AND

RETABLILLO DE DON CRISTdRAT,

Beck-Agular, Vera

F.

de,

''Entomological Symbols in the

Capeks and Garcia Lorca,"
IX (1965)

j

Literature East and West

96-103.

This critic observes that Lorca became interested
in the insect world at the same time as the Capek brothers

did in Czechoslovakia.

In 1919

»

the Capeks decided

to use insect-humans to mock human vices.

Beck-Agular

contrasts the strongly satirical purpose of the Capeks

with that of Lorca, who in his Malefic io wraps the
human foibles of his insects in delicate poetry and

affection for the world of nature.
Beck-Agular is careful not to determine influences,

Instead, she simply presents the evidence

1

the

simultaneous functioning of the imagination of disparate

playwrights along very similar lines under the general
stimulus of the avant-garde.

The study is enhanced by

the author's intelligent rejection of conclusions based
on unprovable assumptions.

GuGrrero

Za.inora.»

Juan,

Garcia Lorca."

"

Una obra inedita de Federico

R^z

,

(1948-1949) /^Jt2-7; #4il-7.

The text of Cachinorra

Oliver, William

I.

"Lorca

,

»

Zulane D rama Review VII

The Puppets and the Artist."
(

76 - 95

1962)1

.

See section A,

Torre, Guillermo de.

Introduction to Cinco fa rsas breves

se ^uidas de "Asf que pasen cinco anos.

Losada, 1953;

Buenos Aires

7-13.""

A brief introduction to Lorca'

^ores

"

s

farces which under-

the importance of puppets in Federico's theatre,

from his very first attempts at playwriting.

The intro-

duction adds a few more details about the "mysterious"

Albahaca

.

It was presented in Lorca's home on el D^a de

los Reyes, 1923

1

along with the thirteeth century

"Misterio de los Reyes Magos,"

The background ;music for

the farce was by Debussy, Alb^niz, Ravel and Pedrell, and
the set designs were by Lorca himself.

The rest of the

introduction contains general comments on Lorca's farces.

Torre, Guillermo de.

"Federico Garcia Lorca y

origenes dram^ticos,

3US

Clavileno V, 26 (1

54)

I

I

14-18.

This ariicle is good background reading cn
farces, although it does not direct itself to

proper.

^ Lorca'

-*•

ne works

One interesting detail that the author

reveals

is the descriptive sub-title of the I 923 puppe-

play

A lbahaca which has been losti

andaluz

en tres estampas y un cromo,

"el vie jo cueno
,

.(sic) adaptado

Teatro Cachiporra por Federico Garcia Lorca."

--

_1
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C. THE SERIOUS FARCES

LA ZAPATERA PRODIGIOSA
AND

AMOR

DON PERLIMPLIN CON
BE LISA

Forgussorii Francis,

Poetry."

*'

^ JARof

Don PcrliiiTplin

i

N

Lorca's Thsaire-

Kenyon Review XVII (1955)

i

337-348.

The Human Image in Dramatic Literature

.

Garden City, N.Y.i

.

Doubleday Anchor Books, 1957*

85-97.

"
,

Poetry,"

Don Perlimplin

t

Lorca's Theater--

In Manuel Duran, Lorcai

Critical Essays

,

A Collection of

Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1962i

167-175.

Fergusson's approach in this article is two-pronged:
first he goes into a detailed discussion of whether or

not poetic drama exists in the English-speaking world,

then he analyses Per limnlin and shows that Lorca was a
true poet of the theatre.

Fergusson explains that

Federico took the traditional situation of an old man

married to a young wife and transformed it into the
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treatment of the love-death
theme as a series of rituals,
the betrothal, the weddinR
night, a sinister epithalamion, and suicide, i.e.,
the cult
of love as death.

In his analysis, Fergusson
demonstrates a deep

appreciation of Lorca’s talents as
a poet of the
theatre. A very fine article.

Gonzalez Guzmd'n, Pascual.
Perlimplin."

"Los dos mundos de don

Revista do Livro

XIV (Dec., 1959);

39 - 59 .

Gonzalez Guzmaii touches on many aspects of the
play, but the article's unifying thread is the dualism
of the hero’s personality:

old, impotent Perlimplin

who creates a mythical alter-ego in the form of the virile

young romantic he would like to be and the man that
Belisa comes to love.

A thought-provoking conclusion

of this critic is that if Lorca ever theorized about

love, the sense of this farce would be his theory:
is,

that

love is a trajectory which begins with illusions

(symbolized by Belisa’

s

song in the prologue) and ends

inexorably in disillusionment (symbolized by Perlimplin’
song at the end of the first cuadro

)

In spite of occasional
misreadings and confusion
on the part of the critic,
much of what he says is

helpful in understanding
Perlimolin and Lorca's theatre
as a whole.

Grant, Helen.

"Una Aleluva

ero'tir.^

de Federico Garcia

Lorca y las aleluyas populares
del siglo XIX."
In Frank Pierce and Cyril A. Jones,
eds.
Actas del
Primer Congreso Inter nacional de Hisnan
,

i

Oxfordi

Dolphin, 1964i

307 - 314

p!

,

A valuable study on the esthetic background
of
P erlimplin which traces the history of the word
aleluva

from its Hebrew origen to a term used to describe a

species of valentine.

Professor Grant includes a re-

print of an authentic Perlimplin aleluva

Helman, Edith
New York:

F.

.

Introduction to La zanatera nrodigiosa
W.W. Norton & Co., 1952:

15-41.

This introductory essay contains an accurate and

concise overall view of Lorca's life and works as well

.
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as an intelligent discussion
of Zapatera

.

the major

portion of which concentrates
on the title character
of the farce. Helman sees the
personality of the playwright reflected in the protagonist,
noting that they
both had a zest for living which
when frustrated became
despair or exasperation, and that
both had strong
emo-

tional reactions when their dream
world came into conflict with hard reality.

Honig, Edwin,
Lorca,"

"Reality and Realism in Cervantes and
New Mexico Quarterly XXXIV (1964)

t

31-4?,

Honig states that Lorca’s interest in the entremeses
of Cervantes while he was the director of La Barraca is

already evident in the strong similarities between
those works and his own farces, particularly Zapatera

.

Both playwrights make frequent use of the theme of jealousy that stems from the situation of an old husband

married to a beautiful young wife.

Both, too, are pre-

occupied with the conflict between reality and fantasy

and maintain artistic fidelity to the "illusion of life
and the life of illusion,"

Mazzara, Richard
A.
El somhrpr^n

"Dramatic
Dramatic v
Variations on Themes
of
•

•

prodl.in..

and Una viuda dif<oii
Uisil.

xr.-

HisEania XLI (1958),

i86-

somewhat misleading.

.

Since Mazzara

..

purpose is to compare
Zapater?^ (1930)
and Viute (1944) and
show that the Argentine
writer
NaU Roxlo was probably
influenced by Lorca. He
points
out some strong
similarities between the
two plays in
plot, situation and
character,
i.e. both Isabel and
th,
Zapatera are beautiful,
provocative women who marry
more for economic convenience
than for love, in both
plays the home is also the
place of business, Isabel
and the Zapatera are very
much concerned with their
personal honor* eic.
s

Despite the brevity of his
article, Mazzara shows
in convincing fashion that
Lorca's influence in this
case may have been a very real
one.
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Picciotto, Robert

S,

Poetic Credo."

"La zapatera prodipr^nQQ and
Lorca's

Hispania XLIX (I966),

250-257.

The “poetic credo" referred
to in the title of the
article is really the t heatrical
credo that Lorca
elaborates in the prologue of the
farce.
Picciotto
credits other critics (e.g. Helman
and Honig) with

recognizing the statement of "poetic credo"
in the
prologue, but he believes that they treat

the prologue

in isolation rather than as an integral part
of the play

itself.

Through the titiritero

s

farce in Act II, Lorca

identifies with the Zapatero.

The latter's prologue

*

is related to the first one, thus making the first

an integral part of the play.

Of course, Federico

would not have begun the play with the prologue gratuitously, and he probably had more in mind than Picciotto

perceives.

The prologue is at once tied to the play

proper through the verbal exchange between the poet
and his exuberant

"

zapaterita

.
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Rincon, Carlos.

”La zapat era prodif^ioRa de F.
Garcia

Lorca— ensayo
IV, 2 (1970)1

de interpretaci(^n. "

Ibero-romania

290-313,

A diffuse article which is as
much concerned with

the period I926-I933 during which the play
was written

as with the play itself,

Rincc5h shows Lorca's debt to

Alarcon and Falla as well as to the whole tradition
of
the "mal maridada" in Spanish literature.

He emphasizes

Andalusia as an important element in Lorca’s theatre,

especially in this play, which offers a wide range of

Andalusian modes of speech.
Rinc6n makes a keen observation on the color
symbolism:

la Vecina Roja is vindictive,

la Negra

announces trouble, and la Verde calls for hope.

He

also makes an interesting comparison between Lorca's
Zapatera and Shakespeare's shrew.

Although the article tends to ramble, it is well

documented and informative.

D. THE SURREALIST

TEATRO breve, Asf

QUF.

PUYS
CINCO

ANn.q

AHD

EL PlfsLTrn

Arce. Margot.

"Palabras de introduooio-n

III, 9 (1955)1

La Torre

175-178.

This IS the text of a lecture
delivered in conjunction with a performance of
5 .anos at the University
of Puerto Rico, hence the title.
Arce’s ideas are
along the lines of other critics who
have written on
this work} she considers the Joven
the only real

character and the play a dramatization of
his mental
states.

The other characters are his alter-egos, which

have the function of giving movement and visual
dimen-

sions to the play.

The Joven tries to turn his back

on reality and live outside of time, without contact

with the real world; for this he is punished by death.
Aside from an occasional overstatement, this is
a valuable study, well thought-out and concisely

written.
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Duran. Manuel.

..£1

surrealism'o en el teatro
de Lorca

y de Alberti."

Hispant^flla I (I 957 ),

61-66.

A very general article which
does little more
than define surrealism and assert
that Lorca and Alberti,
who wanted to reach the masses,
did not fit into the

surrealist category.

Pi^blico and

S

a^os are briefly

mentioned.

Granell, E.F,
9

(

1955 ):

"iisquema interpretativo,

"

Torre III,

178-188.

Granted that

5

snos is a difficult play; however,

to say that it is totally without plan and impossible

to understand are just evasions to avoid coining to
grips

with its meaning.

Granell would have done well to stop

after saying that the play is impossible to interpret,
but instead he chose to find that there are the same

number of vowels in its title as in the playwright's
name and that Federico predicted in his play that he

would die in five years.
Pure nonsense.

irginia.

Surrealism."

Lorca’s Apprenticeship
in

.Romanic Revia,.,

109-122.

An article which affirms
both Lorca’s affinity
with surrealist attitudes
and techniques, and the
influ
ence of DaliT and Bu&el.
Higginbotham, however, recognizes that the pla,ywright
remained independent of the
official" surrealism of AndrI
Breton.
Most of the

article is on Lorca’s prose
essays, but the critic
mentions "Buster Keatori’ in passing.

Knight. R.G.

"Federico Garora Lorca’s

cinco anos,"
(1966):

^lletin

Asi^

cue nasen

of His panic Studios XLIII

32-46.

The premise of this study is that the
Joven is
the only real person in the play, i.e.
that all the other

characters either represent different aspects of
his
psyche or are projections in the "non-human sphere"
(the Maniqui, Arlequin, the Payaso).

In the course

of the article, Knight analyses the characters, events

and imagery in the play and concludes that what is important is not the plot

.

but the interaction of the various

themes (the tenuous nature of human relationships,
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the fragility of living
things, the inaccessible
ideal
of love) and the total
theatrical impact on the spectator.
This IS probably the best
article on 5 anos
.

Kovacci. Ofelia and Nelida
Salvador.
su leyenda del tiempo."

Filolo.cT <3

Lorca y

ano VII (196l)t

77-105.

This is a two-part article.

The first half is a

general exposition on the literature of the
vanguard,
which mentions the various "ismos" and their
manifestations in art and literature.
a textual analysis of

5

anos

.

The second part is

which works on the pre-

mise that time determines the organization of the
play.

Since no time passes in the first act, the authors

consider time in the play "psychological time" rather
than real time.

The first act and the second scene

of Act III form a kind of frame for the more abstract

second act and scene

1 of the

third act, which take

place in the mind of the Joven.

While the ideas are

perfectly valid, the article is not as thorough
Knight’s study,

(See previous item).

as
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189-198^°''''^*

2

(I960),

Perhaps the only
article devoted
entirely to the
Nen.ioni sees ..Keaton''
as a satire on

American civilization
in which Keaton,
a disguised
lorca, feels himself
estranged from modem
mechanical
society.
"Donoella," he says,
presents the themes
^ 1 on.
Pi,,

vWualism. which

SGX
sex,

c;nl
solitude
andJ extreme indi-

is quite a bit to
see in that short

piece, the Donoella herself
is the personification
of the lonely and unloved
woman who does not know

how
to accept love when it is
offered to her.
Nensioni
considers "Quimera" a study of
the anguish of the

monotony of life.
This article is just a beginning
at penetrating
a neglected phase of Lorca's
repertoire.

Newberry, V/ilma,

~

felico

-S-

»

"Aesthetic Distance in Garcia Lorca’s

Pirandello and Ortega."

R eview XXXVII (I969):

Hispanic

276-296,

This is perhaps the only article devoted entirely
to

(

lb

a study of Piblico

.

The opinions it expresses are
com-

pletely out of line with what
others have said about
the work, including MartJnez
Nadal (see Part
I).

For example, Newberry is the only
critic who does not
see homosexuality as its theme.

Basing her thesis on the "Cuadro quinto,"
which
is only _one of the two published scenes,

she concludes

that Lorca is writing about the problems of
the theatre
of his time.

She holds that Federico is saying that

aesthetic distance must be maintained between the
actors and the audience.

She interprets the Desnudo as

a symbol of the death of the traditional theatre

caused by techniques associated with Pirandello.

On

the other hand, the young people at the end of the

cuadro are said to be looking for a new path that will
save the theatre.
It is possible that since the appearance of Mar-

tinez Nadal*

s

book and the new light it sheds on the

play, Newberry may have come to modify her views,

’^ile

the idea of her article is interesting, it is inevitably

incomplete and without textual evidence.

Moreover,

there is no suggestion in the article as to what Lorca
had in mind.

It seems to be, according to Newberry, a

rejection of both Pirandellian innovations and the conventional theatre, which leaves the future of the theatre
in the form of a huge question mark.

Rodrfguez Chioharro, Ce'sar.
,

Estudio^

(Cuademos de la Paoultad de
Cienoias, #20.)

FilosofiTa, Letras
y

Mexico City.

Univ. Veracruzana.

1963.

See Part I, Section C.

Sapojnikoff. Victor.

"La estructura tem^tica de
Asi

q ue pa sen cin cj) an 05 ."

Romance Note s XII (1970)j

11 - 20 .

Sapojnikoffs thesis is that collectively Lorca's
theatre is a study of human frustration, and he
attempt
to analize that facet of 5 afios

.

The article treats

the themes of time and sexuality and reaches the con-

dusion that

the Joven is forced to accept his ambiva-

lent sexual condition and live with it until his death.
It also considers the Joven'

s

relationships with the

other characters and the contrasting sexual problem
each one represents.

Sapojnikoff develops convincing

arguments for all his major points.
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E.

THE "ROMANTIC" DRAMAS

MARIANA PTNErtA
AND

DONA ROSITA LA SOLTERA

Colecchia, Frances.

"Dona Rosita

Duquesne Hispanic Review

— una
ii

heroina aparte."

(1968)1

37 - 43 .

Colecchia views Lorca's female characters as tor-

mented women in search of self-fulfillment within the
framework of their society, without violating its
norms.

Their frustration, she maintains, manifests

itself through an internal struggle between fantasy

and reality; the exception is Rosita, the metaphorical
rose in the play, who does nothing to determine the

course of her own life and consequently finds herself

betrayed by the simple world in which she lives.
calls Rosita*

s

Colecchia

spiritual death the most terrible death

in all of Lorca's theatre.
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Devoto, Daniel.
y fuentes,"

"Dofia Rosita

1.

.

estruotura

Bulleti n hispanigup 69
(1967)1

417-435.

The focus of this article is on
the play's structure
and the possible sources of inspiration,
such as the

many books on the language of flowers.
Devoto considers Rosita the best structured
play
in Lorca's repertoire, and probably the
best he ever

wrote.

As he sees it, the art of the play is in making:

the passing of time the essence of the work and
filling

that time in such a

v/ay

that the reader or spectator

never experiences a lack of action on stage.
The article is obviously v/ell researched and

provides a wealth of background information on the
play.

Very often, however, this background information

(lengthy discussions of books on flowers) is unneces-

sarily detailed.
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Dorndnsch. Ricardo
carao.

••

^
aa proposito
de Mariana

Saademqs hispanoamerinanna
70
.

(1967),

608-I3.

Despite its title, this
article is more about
Doroa generally and the
theatre of his day than
about
Mariana Pineda . DomSheoh
calls Mariana Pinaa. an
experimental work, but considers
it Federico's first
real attempt at drama.
He attributes the first-night
success of the play to the
intellectuals iri the audience. not to any appeal it may
have had to the public
at large. There is little more
to be learned from
Domenech in these pages.

Greenfield, Sumner M.

"The Problem of Mariana Pineda

Massa chusetts Review

I

(i960):

."

7 51 - 76 3.

This article clears up a critical question which

all students of Lorca's theatre have been forced to
face:
Is this play worthy of his talents?

Before the appearance

of this study, critics tried to brush Mariana Pineda off

as an immature work, not representative of Lorca's cre-

ative abilities.

Through detailed textual analysis of

the poetic substructure, Greenfield attempts to show that

that judgment is inadequate, unrealistic and contradictory.
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Lorca subtitled this
IS nlav/
play romance popular
en tres
esta.pas” and conceived
of it as a
dramatisation of
popular poetry, it is
through the subtitle,
prologue
and stage directions
that Lorca tells us
what he is
doing in the work.
The melodramatic
gestures and
saccharine sentimentality
are deliberate, since
the play
xs written as a little
girl who idolizes Mariana
might
have dreamed it-speoifioally
the little girl who
appears in the prologue.
This explains the chivalrous
portrait of Fernando, the
conception of Mariana as the
Ideal storybook heroine, and,
in fact, all of the work's
childish oversimplifications.
The poet, concludes
the critic, has been at work
more than the playwright
in this first attempt of Lorca's
at serious drama.

Martinez Lopez, Enrique.

"Aljibe y surtidor

Granada de Garofa Lorca."

See entry in Section A.

o la

Torre 40 (I 962 ):

11-45.

Zardoya, Concha.
libertad.

"Mariana
liarj^na Pined a, romance
trdTgico de la
^ev.ista hispan i ca moderna
34 (1968)1

471-497.

A lengthy article which
treats both the historical

and literary sides of jjariana
Pineda

.

Much of it is

concerned with the historical
background of both
characters and eventsand how these
compare with Lorca's
presentation of them in the play. The
discussion of
these aspects is very thorough.
Zardoya identifies
the major themes in the play as love,
liberty and death,
and the secondary ones as Granada and
Andalu-aia, the

anguish of the passing of time and dreams.

There are

elaborations of both the major and minor characters
as well as symbols, images and the metric scheme.

The article takes the play at face value and touche

virtually every aspect except its poetic conception.

P.

THE RURAL TRAGEDIES AS
A UNIT

BODAS DE SANGRE
YERMA,

Alberich,

J.

1965 )*

at.t^a

"El erotismo femenino en el
teatro de

Garcia Lorca."
(

M_QA_S_A DE BERNARDA

^apeles de Son Armadanp; 38-39

9-36.

A study of the women in the three
tragedies.

The

approach is excessively Freudian, with footnotes
explaining the sexual implications of Lorca’s symbols.
Those who are opposed to a Freudian approach to literature will be very dissatisfied with this article, and

those with a substantial knowledge of the plays will

find it uninformative.

Aratari, Anthony,

"The Tragedies of Garcia Lorca."

Co mmonv/eal #19 (Aug. 12, 1955):

^72-475.

This article offers plot summaries of the three

tragedies and an interpretation which implicates the

Catholic Church,

According to Aratari, the Church is

a force in the background of Lorca’s plays and is

partially responsible for the
repressed lives of the
characters. The writer's point
of view, which is th,
of an ideologue rather than
a literary
critic, is ba

far more on his own interpretation
of the plays than
the texts themselves.
His ideas, therefore, are ver
much open to question.

Carbonell Basset, Delfin,
de F,

Garcia Lorca,"

190 (1965):

"Tres dramas existenciales
C uadernos

hispanoamericanc

118-130.

A very interesting article which applies Heidegg

Philosophy of existence to the Noviaj Yerma and Adela

According to Heidegger, an "authentic" person first
experiences the emptiness of anguish, then confronts

problem face to face, and finally chooses between the
two alternatives presented by the circumstances.

In

her decision to abandon her bridegroom and flee with
Leonardo, the Novia is guided by her cwn conscience

rather than by social norms.

For Yerma, motherhood

achieved through legitimate means is the only way of

making her existence meaningful.

When she realizes t

needs will never be fulfilled by her husband, she kil
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him and thus commits spiritual suicide.

Adela's means

of affirming her existence is through rebellioni

she

no one but herself to determine the course
of her life.

This may be the best synthetic study on the three

heroines in Lorca’s tragedies.

Leonardia, Amiel

Y,

"Garcia Lorca's Theatre Art."

Silliman Journal 15 (1968)1

I9O-216.

The title does not indicate it, but this is

principally a study of Sodas

.

with very sketchy refer-

ences to Yerma and Sernarda Alba

.

Leonardia'

s

thesis

is that man in Lorca is the victim of fate rather than

its master.

Although Leonardia gives no new insights, the

analysis of Sodas is accurate and concise.

The comments

on Yerma , on the other hand, are superficial, while those
on Sernarda Alba reveal a definite misreading of the

text.
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Perez Marchand, Monelisa Lina.

"Apuntes sobre el con-

cepto de la tragedia en la obra
dramatica de

Garcia Lorca,"

Asomante 4 (1948):

86 - 96 .

This writer attempts to show that v/hile Lorca's

tragedies contain some elements from Aristotle and the

classical tragedians

they differ.

i

there are several counts on which

She maintains, for example, that Lorca's

impulse as a playwright was the anti-Aristotelian

principle of art for its own sake.

She also states that

Lorca's characters possess no heroic dimensions (Yerma,
etc., notwithstanding,) and that there are no incidents

designed to inspire compassion and fear and lead to
catharsis (a very questionable conclusion, especially
in the case of Bodas )

A very interesting article, despite a variety of

dubious judgments.

G.

Barnes. Robert.

SODAS DE

S ANGRE

-The Fusion of Poetry and
Drama in

Bl ood Wedding .”

Modern D rama

H

(i960):

395-402.

Barnes situates the characters
in Bodas on two
axes:
the horizontal axis of action
(Novio and Leonardo)
crosses the vertical axis of passivity
(Madre and Padre),
with the Novia the point of
intersection. The Novio
and Leonardo are always described
in terms of action
(going, leading, riding).
The Novia shuttles back and
forth between them, her heart ruling over
her head.
She is described in terms of passivity (sitting,
waiting,

expecting)
The critic pays a good deal of attention to color

symbolism and to the visual aspects of the play; for
example, he notes the contrast of the noise and move-

ment of the death scene with the sculpturesque atmosphere of the closing scene.

The article reveals a

carefully thought out and logical approach to the play,
but the attitude ascribed to the Novia is questionable,
since, according to Leonardo, it was she who took the

initiative in their flight.

Cuadra Pinto,. Fernandn
rernando.

/
Para un an^lisis
de Bodas_de

R gyista ai^mos do

(1969):

]^_2

97-115.

The intent of this study
is to write a complete
analysis of Bodas-charaoters,
symbols, style, themes
and the play s relationship
to Greek tragedy.
The
problem is that in its
attempt to do so much, the
result is Shallow. Everything
in this article may
be found in more complete
form in other studies.

Dickson, Ronald J.

^odas

"Archtypal Symbolism in Lorca’s

de sangre ."

X (i960):

Literature and Psychology

76-79.

This is, without a doubt, the worst study
of

critical repertoire.

The critic is

obsessed with phallic symbols and finds them wherever he looks, from tree trunks to the crucifix.

The

cave he sees as a womb symbol; death in Lorca’s works,
he maintains, is related to rebirth, an idea that

could scarcely be further from the truth.
The whole article borders on nonsense.

Gaskell, Ronald,

leMins."

"Theme
ineme and Vm-m
Formi

t

Lorca's Blood

(1963)1

431-439.

The article attempts to
show through a multitude of diverse details
that Lorca's real achievement in
was the invention of "a
form, pattern
of speech and action" which
reveal the forces that
the characters embody.
Just what these forces are in
specific cases is not always
clearly elaborated.

Bp^

According to Gaskell, the characters
of Bodas
acquire identity not through their
personal motives
but as personifications of the
theme, which he refers
to only as the opposition between
life and death,

although he does note that honor and
destiny, "two
concepts basic to Spanish drama," figure in

the con-

flict,

He maintains that sexual energy is the core

of the three tragedies, which in Bodas he
finds drama-

tized by the Madre's hunger for grandchildren.
What Gaskell says about the technical aspects
of the play is generally good, but there is little ex-

ploration of the play's theme through the analysis
of Lorca's inventiveness, which is the stated purpose

of the article.
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0I*UC© M
«•

j'

Bodas de ©©n>>re and
La dama
HisEania XLIV (1961),
z-^k-zj6.

d ©1

Another futile attempt
at comparing Lorca
and
Casona. based principally
on the plots of
and
del
.
If that weren't enough,
the final
paragraph, which is supposed
to be presenting conclusions on the two plays,
is so poorly written
and
unclear that it conveys
nothing.

am

Halliburton, Charles Lloyd.

"GarciTa Lorca, the Tragedian.

An Aristotelian Analysis of
R evista de

e

Mda s

stu dios hisoaninn^

2

de sanvrp .”
(I 968 ):

35-40.

Halliburton believes that it is an
anachronism
to suppose that Lorca was an
Aristotelian

dramatist,

but he agrees that some of Aristotle’s
precepts do

appear in Bodas

.

In Aristotelian terms, Bodas is

"complex," since it contains both "peripety"
and

"discovery."

The tragedy is "passive" since the Madre

the tragic figure, suffers without taking an active

part in the revenge against the Felix family.

There

is no "poetic justice" at the end of the play, and it is

therefore classified as "fatal."

Fate and moral weak-

ness are the causes of the tragedy.

The Madre 's
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"tr&gic flaw is

h.G2?

desire for vengeance.

Leonardo is
the victim of fate,
which wills that he yield
to his
passions.

This is a good article
which does what other
critics only hint at,
it takes the play that
Lorca

subtitles

t ragedia

and systematically analyzes

It according to the
Aristotelian theory of tragedy.

Jareno, Ernesto.

”E1 cab allero de Olmedo

y Albert Camus."

.

Garcia Lorca

Papeles d e Son Armad^^n^ 58 (I970);

219-242.

Jareno had two purposes in writing this
article.
One was to point out similarities
between Sodas and

—^medo

:,

both are based on real events, both deal
with

love, death and fatalism, and each contains
non-real-

istic or symbolic characters.

However, the major

portion of the article is concerned with Camus' French

translation of Olmedo

.

The study is of more interest

to someone interested in foreign translations of Lope

than to the Lorca critic.
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Nieto Arteta. Luis E.
el teatro.
l as India

•Universalidad y sexualismo
en

Casona y Garcia Lorca."
#36 (Deo., 1941)1

Revista Ap

85-96.

This article attempts to
do a good deal more
than analyse some plays
of Lorca and Casona:
it attempts to analyze the
metaphysical states of the
human spirit and relate them
to the social world.
The approach to Lorca is
through the Novia in whom
Nieto sees pure animal instinct
at work.
She acts
under the power of some "sex-devil"
or intraspiritual source.
The whole article could be greatly
simplified,
but even in more precise terms

it would tell us little

more than we already know about Lorca,

Linking Lorca

with Casona was gratuitous and irrelevant.

Palley, Julian.

"Archetypal Symbols in Sodas de sangre ."

Hisnania ^0 (1967):

74 - 79

,

An article on the objects of symbolic value in

Sodas
som,

.

i

the knife, horse, blood, wheat and orange blos-

With the possible exception of the orange blossom

9:5

which stands for marriage and
virginity, all of the
observations are obvious, making this
article rather
uninformative,
Palley comments on the symbols which
appear in Lorca's poetry and plays,

Pujals, Esteban.

‘kBodas d e sangre y Campo s

^

dafo-

Revista de literature VII (I 955 ):

57-66.

In an attempt to see why a London audience did

not respond to a production of Bodas

.

Pujals sets out to

works in English literature which are similar to
Lorca's,

works

I

In this article he discusses three such

John Masefield's The Daffodil Fields

.

Thomas

Hardy's "The Bride-Night Fire" and J.M. Synge’s Riders
to the Sea

.

Most of the article consists of plot

summaries of the three English works and how they
relate to Bodas

.

Pujals does not insist that Lorca was influenced

by these works, but he strongly suggests it, believing
that Lorca had learned English while he
(which, of course, he did not),,

v;as

in New York

Pujals is obviously

unaware of the Spanish translation Jinetes hacia al mar

,

referred to by other critics who have compared Lorca
and Synge,

He makes the reader aware of the similarities

that exist among the four works, but presents no new

insights on Bodas

.

Riley, E.c.

Sobre Bodas de Rnngr-o
,

(1951).

ciavile?io II

8-12.

Riley sees the essential
problem in Bod^ as that
of fatality and free will,
it is the Novia who preoip
itates the tragedy by exercising
her free will and
abandoning her husband for Leonardo.
This action

sets
the fates in motion, with
disaster the inevitable end.
What Riley says about the play is
correct and his
appreciation of its artistic merit is
profound.
However, the article would be even
better than it is if
it had more substance.

Touster, Eva K,

"Thematic Patterns in Lorca's Blood

Wedding ."

Modern Drama VII (1964)

j

16-2?.

Touster studies the structure, symbols and musical
motifs in Bodas

,

She sees the three acts symbolically

as Betrothal, Wedding and Blood Wedding.

The Madre is

considered to be the real incarnation of the tragedy,
the chief interpreter of the human situation as well as
the victim of the tragic circumstances.

very convincing article,
and probably
y close to Lorca s intentions
in writing the play.

Villegas, Juan.
d e.. sangre ."

"El leitmotiv del oaballo
en Sodas
Hispanofila 29 (I967), 2136.

Lorca’s symbolic use of
the horse is by now a
critical commonplace. Villegas’
article, however.
Shows precisely how this
crucial symbol is sustained
as a leitmotiv in Bo^.
The lullaby serves as a key
to understanding the significance
of this equine motif
in which the horse-horeseman
is a unity representing
Leonardo.
Furthermore, the horse becomes a constant
in the play, the appearances of
which are a direct
reflection of the underlying tragic events.
The article has the depth lacking in
other treat-

ments of the same symbol.

Zimbardo, R,A, "The Mythic Pattern in Lorca's Blood

Wedding ,"

Modem Drama

X (I968):

364-37I.

Zimbardo states that Bodas is about the antago-

nistic forces that comprise the human condition, that
is, a conflict between personal will and physical

nature, in whose hands
man is merely an instrument
for the perpetuation of
the species.
The conflict
inevitably leads to the death
of the individual.
This writer sees the play
as having a tri-partite
design
the promise of birth, the
fulfillment of
sexuality and the limitation of
death.
The first
and third points are more valid
than the second since
there is no sexual fulfillment
in the play.
I

The article does well in explaining
B odas on the
mythic plane, although some of its
interpretations
seem to go beyond Lorca's intentions.

H. YERFM

Cannon, Calvin.

"The Imagery of Lorca's
Yerma ."

Langua^e^yarter;^ 21.

Cannon

2 (j^,ne.

i960).

Modern

122-130.

intention is to show that
the play’s
greatest achievement is its
imagery.
the course
article, he isolates the
images and aives a
very convincing interpretation
of how they serve to
express the play’s fundamental
tragic
s

m

tension.

The

most overt pattern of images
is that of light and
darkness.
The first half of the play
takes place
during the day, i.e., during
hours of light, which
mythically is the highest good. The
tragedy itself
(the death of Yerma’ s only chance
to become a mother)
takes place at night* a kind of
victory of darkness
over light. Cannon also analyzes
the water and floral
images,
A very good article.

•

Cannon, Calvin.
2

"Yerma As Tra^^edy."
I962):

(SuTTuner,

_SyTnp osium

XVI,

85-93,

Cannon approaches Lorca's tragic poem with
an eye
to determining if it may be considered tragedy
in the

classical sense.

He concludes that of the three trage-

dies, only Yerma. is true tragedy.

He classifies Sodas

as "pre-tragic" because the characters are still a part
of their ancient folkways, living with a terror that

they have not yet begun to question, challenge or understand.

He dismisses Sernarda Alba because it leaves

the spectator depressed and empty rather than with a

feeling of "exaltation and nobility" in the face of
defeat.

Yerma

,

on the other hand, truly possesses

cosmic and tragic dimensions.

Yerma'

s

struggle, which

ends in total despair, is to relate meaningfully to
the world in which she lives:

she is the only unpro-

ductive creature in an otherwise fecund cosmos.
The article is brilliant, clearly the best on this

play and one of the best in all of Lorquian criticism.

Occasionally, however, there are debatable conclusions:
For example. Cannon does not consider Yerma'

s

attraction

for Victor profound enough to have fulfilled her maternal

desires if she had married him instead of Juan.
The article shov/s a deep sense of understanding
of the protagonist and her circumstances.
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Colecchia, Frances.

”E1 teatro de Garcia Lorca visto a

trav^s de su drama poetico Yerma J”
(Duquesne) I, iii (1952)1

Estudios

9-I7.

Colecchia approaches Yerma from both a technical

and thematic point of view.

While her appreciation of

the art of Lorca's theatre is profound, her interpreta-

tion of the

two'

principal characters is open to question,

Colecchia sees Yerma too much in orthodox Catholic
terms and believes that her barrenness has produced
in her a feeling of guilt for not having fulfilled

her wifely role by bearing children.

Moreover, she

does not take into account that Lorca rejects the

concrete identifiable Spanish world to project the

play into the realm of a mythical non-Christian society.
Colecchia'

s

interpretation of Juan is decidedly an over-

simplification, since she concludes that he married

Yerma only to fulfill his sexual needs without resorting
to prostitutes.
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Correa,. Gustavo,

Revis ta de Iss

(Bogot^) XXXV, #109 (1940).

•

11 - 63

.

Honor, Blood and Poetry in Yerrna."

(Trans, by Rupert C. Allen, Jr.)
Tulane Dram^

Review

7

(I962):

96-IIO.

The 1962 version of this article (the
more readily
obtainable of the two) is divided into three
sections:

Theme and Meaning of the Tragedy,"

— eddin.g " and "Some Elements

"

Yerrna and Blood

in Lorca's Lansuage."

The first part is by far the most illuminating.

Correa does

is--

supply certain cultural information help-

ful in understanding Yerrna*
In her society

\Vhat

,

obsession with motherhood.

a woman cannot fulfill her mission in

life unless she bears children, and the penalty for not

reproducing is social ostracism.
The other two sections of the article (and it is a

good one) are not quite so informative as the first.
Given the length of the Spanish version vis-’k-vis that
of the translation, the latter is an abridgement of the

original, although no mention of this accompanies the

article in Tula ne Drama Review

.
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Falconieri, John V.

Yerma

*

s

(1967}:

Tragic Hero in Search of
a Rolei

Juan."

^studios hisoanipn^

i

17-33,

The approach of this
article-an attempt to prove
that it is Juan, not Yerma,
who is, or should be, the
tragic hero of the play— is
different from the stand
taken by all other critics.
However interesting, it
is nonetheless invalid
since it contradicts Lorca's

stated purpose that he was vvriting
the play to dramatize the tragedy of the barren
woman.
Even if some of
the "evidence" presented is correct,
the conclusion
is hardly acceptable, i.e. that
Yerma is little more
than a nagging wife who gets Lorca's "best
lines,"

while Juan is a curiou^ hen-pecked tragic
victim of

both his wife and the playwright, whose masculinity
(

Juan

s

).

is constantly under fire.

According to

Falconieri, both characters are aesthetic failures.

Garcia Lorca, Francisco,

"

Yerma dans

Federico Garcia Lorca,"

1'

oeuvre de

L'Avant Sc^n e 98 (195^)

1

1-20.

A French translation of Yerma with a brief introduc-

tion by Francisco which states the obvious about the
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tragedy,

if Yerma were to resolve
her conflict, there
would be no play.

Lott. Robert E.

ness."

•Yerma,

Mod^_Dr^^

The Tragedy of Unjust
Barren-

VIII (I 965 ):

20-2?.

Except for an occasional
oversimplification,
Lott demonstrates a good
understanding of the protagonist and her society.
Yerma' s barrenness is

termed "unjust" because she is
both physically able
to give birth. (she is from a
family of strong seed)
and has a desperate psychological need

to be a mother.

Lott concludes that the murder of Juan
can be inter-

preted as both an act of defiance on Yerma'

s

part

against an unjust cosmos as well as a
self-deliverance
from her terrible impasse.

"

Rincon, Carlos.

Yerma de Federico Garcia Lprca--ensayo

de interpretacion.

Philologie

I

"

(I966):

Weimerer Beitrave

.

Romani sc he

66-98.

Rinco'n reads Yerma as a kind of political dialectic

based on his own view of socio-historical Spanish reality.
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He maintains that
symbolized in the characters
are a
critical view of the
Spain of the past and the
projection Of a Spain of
the future inexorably
doomed to
Share the barren fate
of the protagonist.
Nothing,
however, could be further
from the truth than this
interpretation.
Lorca's clearly enunciated
purpose was
to write a tragedy of
barren women; moreover, he was

thoroughly incensed whenever
critics tried to give
political interpretations to his
works, Mariana Pineda
and ,RosjJ:_a being two cases in
ooint.

Rincon identifies the Lavanderas (who
criticize
Yerma) with the voice of Federico,
v/hich is hardly
likely since the poet felt nothing but
compassion for
the anguish of the heroine.

The critic demonstrates

further misreading of the text when he concludes
that
Juan is the guilty party in the marriage because
his

lack of desire to procreate reveals an abandonment
of

traditional values.

This is supposed to convey the

barren future Rincon (and presumably Lorca) envisions
for Spain.
The article is out of focus, diffuse and unduly
long.

One gets the impression that the critic approached

Yerma with a preconceived political notion and forced
the play to conform to it.

Skloot, Robert.

"Theme and Image in Lorca

tema_Survev

V (I966):

*

Yerma ."

I5I-I6I.

According to Skloot, our attention should
be
directed not only to problems oT frustrated
motherhood,
but also to Yerma* s code of honor.
The central image
of barrenness is a symbol of both the
protagonist

herself as well as her "sterile code," which prevents
her from having a child by someone other than her
husband.

Skloot holds Yerma responsible for her barren

state because her obsession with having children elim-

inates the possibility of enjoying love for its own
sake.

For Skloot, the plot line is Yerma*

s

growing

realization of her barrenness and her ultimate acceptance of fate, albeit on her own terms:

she will never

be a mother, but she alone destroys the only possibil-

ity of having this need fulfilled.

This is a good article, although its argument suggests one defect:

the critic seems to view Yerma*

sense of personal honor as a flaw that Lorca censures,

rather than as a lamentable dimension of her tragic

condition toward which the poet is genuinely compassionate.

I

Alfaro, Mar^a.

.

LA CASA DE BERNARDA ALBA

"Tres hero^nas nefastas de la litera-

tura espaliola."
(1965):

C uadern o s

americanos CXL,

3

246-254.

The article considers the most superficial as-

pects of Dona Perfecta

.

Bernarda Alba and La tia Tula

.

The similarities between Bernarda Alba and dona Perfecta
are obvious to anyone who has read or seen the works,

while la t^a Tula really shouldn't have been included
at all.

The grouping together of these three women

is not only arbitrary but also useless, since the

article proves nothing about any of them,

Arce de Va^zquez, Margot,

*lLa

casa de Bernarda Al ba."

Sin nombre I, 2 (1970):

Arce de Vazquez approaches the play from various

angles, and in the process makes some penetrating
comments.
the play

She touches on the technical aspects of

— structure,

characterization and stagecraft
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without ever allowing herself
'to give merely a plot
summary.
One salient observation
is the parallel she
draws between the progression
from the front room
Of the house in Act I to a
room in the interior (Act II)
and finally to a patio which
faces the back (Act III),
and the penetration into the
hearts of the characters.
Also she concludes that Lorca
allows us to
see the

dramatic situation from all points
of view:

Bemarda,

the servants, the neighbors, Maria
Josefa and each

daughter.
The only inaccurate comment in the study
is that

all of Lorca's last four plays are concerned
with the
theme of honor, which they are not, Rosita being
the

most obvious exception to Arce's conclusion.

Bentley, Eric,

Theatre

"The Poet in Dublin,"

New York:

,

•

In In Se arch of

Alfred A, Knopf

,

215-232,

(I953):

"El poeta en Dublin (Garcia Lorca),

(Trans, of above article),

Asomante IX, ii

.

I953 :44-58,
.

Bentley staged Bernarda Alba for the Abbey Theatre
in Dublin in 1950.

These pages are the fruits of that

experience from a dual point of view: that of a director
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and that of a literary
critic.

Bentley says that
Bernarda_Alta is an epitaph
of
old Spain, not a
tribute to it.
Bernarda is not a
villain fron, a ^elodra.a,
hut rather the
representative
of a philosophy and a
tradition.
It is Lorca's intent
to show how hideous
and destructive the old.
restrictive traditions can be
for a middle-class
Andalusian
family,
in one of his keen insights,
Bentley calls Bemarda’s
house the central metaphor,
the main character, in fact
of
the play.
The chief spacial entities
are indoors and
outdoors.
The doors of the house serve
both as a
barrier as well as a bridge, and
the windows look
out onto life.

This is a highly intelligent, valuable
study of
the play from a man who knov/s Lorca's
theatre
well.

Bluefarb, Sam,

"Life and Death in Garcia Lorca's House

of Ber narda Alba ." D rama Survey IV (I965):

IO9-I20.

In general, Bluefarb considers Lorca's plays to be
a microcosm of the Latin culture they portray and a

dramatization of the constant battle between the Life
Force and the Death Wish.

As for Berna rda Alba

,

he
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considers the thesis
to be the following,
if natural
urges are stifled,
the result is disaster
or tragedy,
both psychical and
physical*
The critic sees the
juxtaposition of opposites
as a salient element
of Lorca's art.
In Bernards
the contrast is between
the restraint and mourning
within
the house and the singina.
freedom and "spontaneous
hymn
to fertility" outdoors.
Bluefarb. however, tends
to
ignore the fact that the
principal conveyors of spontaneity and songs are the
segadores. who are imported
for the harvest, and that
the village in the final

analysis is a projection of
Bemarda herself and all
she stands for.
The article is pretentious, full
of Freud and
Dionysus, and suggesting other grand
but not very

enlightening dimensions.

Bull, Judith M.

A]^."

"'Santa Barbara' and La casa de Bernarda

Bu lletin of Hispanic Studies 4
? (1970):

117-123.

The premise of this article is an interesting one:

that Lorca handles traditional elements with such

facility that one would think they were his own creations.
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Specifically, the article is concerned with
a minor episode
in Act III in which the daughters' reactions
to a falling

star presumably reveal their respective personalities.

Adela, for example, displays her natural inquisitiveness
by questioning the meaning of the "Santa Barbara bendita"

children

s

rhyme

5

Amelia, on the other hand, shuts her

eyes to the shooting star, thereby indicating her fear
of marriege.

The conclusion is that the episode makes

manifest the psychology of the characters and consequently the essence of the tragedy.

Some of what the

critic says is accurate, but she tends to be carried

away with her own ideas, blows the "Santa BdTrbara"
incident out of proportion, and forces the play to fit
her thesis.

"T he House of Bernarda Alba

Collins, Sherwood,

;

A

I

Director's Notes and Afterthoughts."
Critique IX,
i

2

(1966 )j

Drama

86 - 9 I.

!|

!|

I

Collins gives his opinions on some details of

1

I

Bernarda Alba as it was produced at Tufts University,
as well as on the play as it exists on the printed page.
,

I

Unfortunately, he doesn't understand

'

the work very well.

For example, he "thinks that Bernarda should be played

!

I

I

I

I

I
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with warmth in Act III, even though she is in fact
a
furious tyrant throughout most of it; moreover, he
fails to see anything authentically maternal in Maria
Josefa, despite the extraordinary tenderness that she

demonstrates in the key scene with the lamb.

This is

very shabby criticism.

del Monte, Alberto,

Alba

.

"

"II realismo de La casa de Bemarda

B elfarypr XX (I965):

130-148.

This article is divided into two parts;

the first

is on Lorca’s political ideas (drawn from the interviews

in the Obra s completas ), his experiences with La Barraca

and his theatre in general.

The second part is a

treatment of Bern arda Alba

Like Borel (see Part I,

.

section C), del Monte considers the theme of Bernarda
Alba impossible love.

This idea is nothing new, and

neither is anything else in the article, for that matter.

Dughera, Eduardo A,

Arg.

)

”Un aspecto de La casa
de BemarHa

#66 (1952):

5-22.

The "aspeot” referred
to in the title is honor,
i.e.. the virginity of
Bemarda's daughters. Bernarda
considers it her obligation
to maintain that honor
unsullied and flaunt it in
the face of the world.
It
is on this basis that
Dughera sees the basic conflict
of the play as between
society's mores and the individual's undeniable instincts.
Although the article
goes on at length on this
point, it offers no new insights into the play.

Greenfield, Sumner

^sa

M.

"Poetry and Stagecraft in la

de Bernarda Alba ."

Hisoania 38 (I955):

456-461.

This is the most intelligent article to be
found
on the symbolism and poetic conception of Berna
rda_ Albe

Lorca had a dual purpose in constructing the play
on
a basis of black and white:

first, it allowed him the

the realism of a photographic document, and secondly
it

served as a poetic expression of the play's dramatic
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I

conflict, a conflict of white
against white
the white
of sterility, i.e., the
superficial veneer of perfection
the protagonist demands for
her household and all those
in it, vs. the white of productivity,
i.e., the male
and his sperm, which is poeticized
principally by the
grandmother, Mar^a Josefa.
i

The major achievement of this article
is in presenting the real poetry of the theatre in a
play that Lorca
wrote almost entirely in prose and under a
guise of

"realism."

Higginbotham, Virginia.
Character?"

"Bemarda Albas

A Comic

Drama Sur vey VI (1968):

258-265.

For Higginbotham, Bernarda is the symbol of society
in decay, but is she to be taken seriously?

After

reaching the conclusion that Bernarda is not a tragic
heroine (nobody ever said she is), the critic goes on
to consider whether she may not be in fact a comic

character.

In the course of the exposition, she ex-

presses the strange idea that Lorca is censuring not
only the tyrant Bernarda, but also Adela, the tragic
victim, (with whom Lorca in fact sympathized and iden-

tified)

.

Hi
Higginbotham finds that Bemarda's
actions pro
duoe a "grim comic effect."
thereby suggesting
that

Lorca was given to black comedy.

Nothing could be

further from the truth.

Mart^nez, Miguel A.

Bema^JJ^a."
IV,

1

(1970):

"Realidad y s^mbolo en La casa de
Revis:^.._de .es tudios hieo/ninn.

55-66.

For this critic, the theme of Be rnarda Alba
is
Spain, which is represented by Bernarda* s
house.

Ber-

narda herself is said to represent the class of landowners who are accustomed to using and abusing their
power.

Although the title states that the article is about
reality and symbols in the play, most of the article
deals with ideas on class structure, as Bernarda Alba

conceives of that hierarchy.

P^rez Minik, D,

"Ida y vuelta de Federico Garcia Lorca."

Intro, to La casa de Bemarda Alba

Ayma, 0-964)

:

Barcelona:

.

l?-33.

A two-part study which discusses Lorca's contri-

bution to the Spanish stage and Bernarda Alba in
particular.

As Perez Minik sees it, Lorca did away

with the prevailing concepts of theatre, notable
Benavente's "realism" and Valle-Incl^n'

s

"expressionism."

However, Federico followed in Valle-Inclan'

s

footsteps

and became the lyric poet who brought Spanish tragedy
to its height with B ernarda Alba

.

P^rez Minik finds the situation in Bernarda'

household perfectly logical, given the situation of
what he thinks is a town without men, gripped by a

constant fear of the quedir^n

,

The critic speculates

that the men have left this town for the cities in an

personal
effort to survive and maintain some degree of
freedom.

However, this premise is highly dubious.

and
There are indeed men in the town, Lnripue Humanas

they figure
Pepe el Romano, to mention but two, and

prominently in the lives of Bernarda'

s

daughters.

The

consequently, is not
thesis of this part of the article,
OYily

speculative but inaccurate.

Rubia Barcia,

"El realismo 'magico' de La casa de

J.

Bernar da Alba ."
(1965):

Revista hisp^nica moderna XXXI

385-398.

The "magic" realism referred to in the title is

really Bernarda'

s

vision of reality, how she sees it

or how she would like others to see it.

Rubia Barcia

puts the play on a symbolic level, with Bernarda'
house representing a Spain isolated from the rest of
the world and trying to hold on to ideals that are

anachronisms in

modem

society.

Much of the article is a Repetition of what we

already know

— the

real-life family on which the play is

based, the name symbolism, etc.

— and

would be better

if it were substantially condensed.

Sharp, Thomas F.

"The Mechanics of Lorca's Drama in

La ca sa de Bernarda Alba

.

"

Hispania XLI V

(

19 6 1 )

230-233.

purports to explain
In this very brief article. Sharp
He dwells on diverse
the "mechanics" of Bernarda Alba
the countryside.
factors, such as money, animals and
is purely a negative
Sharp believes that for Lorca money
.

lib

element:

it is the only thing, for
example, that

draws Pepe to Angustias.

Animals are a representation

of the life-force, and Sharp sees
Pepe’s presence manifested in the noises in the corral at
night.
Nature is
a sustained source of imagery:
"agua estancada" is a

symbol of constricted life; the flowers
which adorn
Maria Josefa contrast with the sterile
existence inside
the house; Adela identifies with the natural
world even
in her choice of a green dress.

Sharp makes some good points but could have made
his study more definitive.

Torrente Ballester, Gonzalo,

"Bernarda Alba and Her

Daughters, Or a World Without Pardon,"

Annual XIX (1962):

Theatre

?-18,

Much of the material for this article comes not
from the play itself, but from the critic's speculations
of how the society in which Bernarda lives shaped her

conduct,

Bernarda Alba is the product of a society

based on negative precepts and constraints v/hich the
people are made to believe constitute the basis for being

good Christians,

All that is accomplished in such a society

is to inculcate fear of the guedir^n

.
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Torrente Ballester considers Bernarda to be a

character with a fully developed personality while the
daughters are no more than v/omen with a symbolic function and not sufficiently differentiated one from the
other except in external details./
The oversimplifications regarding the daughters is as

critically unsound as is the highly conjectural nature
of the critic*

s

ideas on Bernarda*

s

psychological

formation.

Y oung , R A
,

,

"Garcia Lorca

*

s

ca_sa_

A Microcosm of Spanish Culture,"

50,2 (1969):

de Bernarda Alba;

Modern Languages

66-72.

A very poor attempt to prove that the theme of

Bernarda Alba is a conflict between turbulent passions
and rigid traditions in rural Spain.

Not only is the

article superficial and a restatement of the obvious, but

it jumps, from point to point and is very poorly written.
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Ziomek, Henryk.
B ernarda A
,

,

24 (1970)1

"El siinbolismo del bianco
en La casa

j^

y en La dama del a1hp.»

Symposiuni

8I-85.

Ziomek states as the purpose of his
article to study
the symbolic use of white as it is
related
to theme,

characters and stagecraft.

This introduction is followed

by a series of outrageous statements,
the most extra-

vagant being that Bernarda in fact kills Pepe.

Ziomek

sees white as the symbol of both Adela’s sexual
attrac-

tion and at the same time a symbol of Angustia's
erotic feelings but he fails to provide any valid

arguments to support this.

Moreover, on the basis of

something as superficial as the word alba in the title
of one play by Lorca and one by Casona, he finds an

inseparable link between the two playwrights.

Ziomek makes no recourse whatsoever to bibliography, not even to those other critics who have written
on color symbolism in Bernarda Alba

.

This article is so

inaccurate that one wonders if the critic ever gave

Bernarda Alba anything but the most cursory of readings.-
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J.

ARTICLES ON COMBINATIONS OP TWO
OR MORE PLAYS

MICH

DO NOT FIT

INTO THE ABOVE CATEGORIES

Babin, Maria Teresa,

"Narciso y la esterilidad en la

obra de Garcia Lorca,”
XI (1945);

R evisla hiscd^nica inoderna

48-51,

A very brief article that be^^ins by equating

Narcissis with sterility and then goes on to show the

references made directly or indirectly to him in Lorca's
poetry and two of his plays, Yerma and

5

arios

.

The point

of departure is an interesting one, but the observa-

tions are commonplace.

Carrier, Warren,

Drama Survey

"Poetry in the Drama of Lorca,"
IE

.

3

(1963)*

297-304,

In this article Carrier treats four plays:

Mariana

Pineda and the three tragedies, concentrating on the role
of poetry in Lorca's drama.

He shows that the very

simplicity of Bodas is poetic and that when the landscape of the play is moved form the direct action of the
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first two acts to the abstract level
of the third, po.,t:ry
becomes the natural mode of speech.
The whole play tf,f.n
becomes a metaphor or ritualistic dance
symbolizing tl,e
tragedy which is first suggested through
the knife
symbol in I, i.
,

The basic issue in the section on Yerma
is the

heroine's honor.

As Carrier sees it, Juan is the vil-

lain and Yerma is caught between his impotence or
inca-

pacity of will and her

o''vn

personal integrity which

does not allow her to have a child by any man other

than her husband.
The critic is careful to distinguish between the

verse form of Mariana Pineda and the inner poetry of
tragedies.

i,he

He describes Bernard a Alba as a play in

stark prose which stares so directly into the hearts
of the characters that it is more poetic than many of

the more patently poetic plays.

Carrier makes some interesting points about Bodn

.;

and Yerma . but has relatively little to say about Man ana
i

Pineda or Bernarda Alba -that is new or provocative.
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Certa, Rolando.

"Federico Garcia Lorca."

XVIII (1969)1

Cenobio

161-169.

While most of the article is on Lorca's
poetry,
there is a brief section devoted to his
theatre,

specifically

Rosita and Bemarda Alba

.

Certa sums up the themes of Lorca's theatre in two
words!

liberty and progress.

plays a bit more

,

Had he dwelled on the

he might have been able to substan-

tiate his ideas, but as it stands, the analysis is so

incomplete that its value is negligible.

Chica Salas, Susana.

"Synge y Garcia Lorca:

maci(^n de dos mundos poeticos."

moderna XXVII (I96I):

Aproxi-

R evista hisoanica

I28-I37.

This article shows an artistic affinity between
Lorca and Synge through what purports to be an examination
of four plays:

Bodas , Bemarda Alba

Deirdre of the Sorrows
Alba )

.

.

,

Riders to the Sea and

(There is almost nothing on Bemarda

Both Lorca and Synge found their inspiration in

the "pueblo"'; they both used women as the protagonists
of their plays, and both wrote poetic drama.
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Chica Salas does not press the
issue of a direct
influence of Synge on Lorca, but she
suggests that Lorca
could have read the Spanish translation
of Riders which
appeared in 1920, and if so, he could
have been influenced by it.

Correa, Gustavo.

"El simbolismo de la luna en la poesia

de Garcia Lorca."

PMLA LXXII (1957):

1060-1084.

Although most of the article is concerned with moon
symbolism in Lorca's poetry, three plays also figure in
the exposition:

Boda s. Yerma and

5

anos.

In Bodas (lll,i), the moon takes on a structural

function.

Its presence is directly linked to the death

of Leonardo and the Novio:

its function is to light the

forest and make the search for the lovers easier.
In Yerma

importance.

the moon has both structural and symbolic

.

The reference to the moon in the openine:

dream sequence shov/s that it has some positive influence
on fecundity.

In

5

anos

,

Correa sees the eclipse of the moon coin-

ciding with the Novia's decision to end her relationship

with the Joven,

On this basis, it bears directly on

the unhappy events of the play.

12i

Correa’s observations
on Bodas are valid;
those
on Yenna, less so;
his ideas on
i_anos a.re not substantially justified.

Gonzalez-Gerth

,

Miguel,

"The Travic Syrcolism of

Federico Garcia Lorca,"

=

ii (1970):

Texas

Q ua r~erly I3,

56-63.

Gonzalez-Gerth studies the image
of blood in some
of Lorca’s plays on the premise
that it crust be considered
within the larger context of human
sacrii-ice.
For
this

critic, Mariana Pineda and Perlimpljin
ar- "sacrificed
on the altar of love."
Perlimoljrn furthermore, he
.

considers to be a parody of the Christ shory,
but this
idea is not developed or substantiated
ir_
the article.

The critic sees four levels of meaning in
Bodas

t

the ancestral (family blood), the nuptial
(sexual attrac-

tion), the lethal (bloodshed and death) a.nd the
sacrificial,

Yerma

He also finds the same kind of blood cycle in

.

What this article contains could be the germ of a

more complete study.

The section on Boda

is v/ell

developed, but such is not the case in those on Y e rma
B ernarda Alba or Perlimnlin

.

.
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Olmos Garcia, Francisco.

Garo^a Lorca

y el teatro

Revista de la Uni versidad de
Me^xioo
XVI (Feb., i960):
3-13.

Numerous critics, presenting
little or no evidence,
have commented that there are
strong similarities between
Lorca's theatre and Lope de Vega's.
Some say that

Lope was in fact a direct source
of inspiration for
Federico. Very often a parallel is dravvn
between the
v/edding scenes of Peribane.z and Sodas

.

and the thought

is expressed that both Lorca's and Lope's
plays are

"popular" drama whose inspiration is the Spanish people.
In this detailed study, Olmos Garcia maintains

that Lorca actually had very little in common with Lone.
He points out that Lope was willing to use his plays as

religious propaganda, conceding to the Council of Trent
and the Pope that the theatre should be used for religious purposes.

Also, Lope was ever hopeful of becoming

the chronicler of the king, while Lorca, obviously,

had no such purposes.

All of Olmos' remarks, interesting

though they may be, are really irrelevant since the times
and circumstances of the two writers were so different.
The second part of the article goes on to show that

Lorca had nothing in common with Calderc^n, whom Olmos

considers the most representative playwright of the Counter
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Reformation.

He cites lines from

I^da^_eu^

Mariana_Pin^ and

that sound ver^ similar,
and shows how
despite these apparent
similarities, the basic assumptions
and philosophies of Mariana
Pineda and Segismundo are
quite different.
None of this will come as a
surprise
to anybody since Olmos
himself is the first critic to
look seriously for a relationship
between CalderdTn and
Lorca,

Nobody can in fact determine just how
much Lorca
owes to Lope or Calderon or any writer,
but Olmos

Garcia's study, however extravagant and even
irrelevant,
presents a refreshing change from the usual
commonplaces.
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CONCLUSIONS
The biDliography on
Federico Garcia Lorca
is one
of the most abundant
in modern Spanish
literature,
and it continues to
proliferate.
From I969 to I971,
for example, four new
books were published on
his
theatre alone, and current
indications are that this
interest is being sustained
in articles as well.
Of

all of Lorca's plays, it is
the tragedies that have
commanded the most attention.
Some fifty per cent
of the articles published on
his theatre are concerned
with those three works in the
meantime other plays
j

have been virtually ignored.

Definitive studies are

yet to be written on works as significant
as Zacatera
and Ro.si±a, and serious articles are
long overdue on

embryonic pieces like Maleficio and the
Teatro breve
which contain the seeds of Lorca's surrealistic

dramas

as well as his tragedies.
As one would expect, the bibliography on
Lorca’s

theatre is qualitatively uneven.

While there is a

dearth of good synthetic studies,

soine

books £e,g, Carisomo Berenguer's

Bonet's (1951^

(

1941

of the early
)

and Machado

have stood the test of time and are

still among the best to be found,
/

Martinez Nadal's

recent study of Pilblico is a milestone in Lorca scholarship, although any attempt at an exhaustive study must

await the full publication of this provocative play.
As for articles, Cannon has written what is probably
the definitive study on Yerma in his article which

studies that play as tragedy, as Fergusson has done in
his v/ork on Perl imo lin

.

The studies of Zardoya and

Greenfield combine to form the key to the meaning of
Mariana Pineda via complementary perspectives of history
and poetry.

The criticism on Sodas runs the gamut from

excellent to atrocious; thanks to Villegas, Barnes
and Touster, we have a body of definitive criticism

which treats that play collectively from imagistic,
thematic and structural points of view.

Probably the

work that has stimulated the best single series of
studies is

anos

,

since they seem to have been written

by well-informed critics with a strong extra-curricular

interest in Lorca's theatre and not by academics who

consider themselves qualified to write on a work simply
because they have taught it in a course.
The reasons for the unevenness of Lorca criticism
in both quantity and quality are diverse.

For one thing

emotional
Lorca's enormous circle of friends and the

produced a
circumstances surrounding his death have

.eood

biop:raphical) oi an
deal of bibliography (princioally
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occasional, emotional or frivolous
nature.
Another
reason is that many articles are
turned out by nonHispanists who read Lorca in faulty
translation (admittedly, he is not easily
translated), which in turn
produces studies as imprecise as the
translations

themselves.

Since their knowledge of Spanish
is
often minimal, they cannot avail
themselves of the
original versions or the critical studies
written in
Spanish.

This is especially true of the tragedies,

v/hich have been the most unfortunate
victims.

It

often appears that these critics are neither familiar

with the rest of Lorca's theatre nor with the already

existing scholarship.

Some Hispanists are equally

guilty of duplicating what has already been written,
seemingly

because they do not read previous studies.

Another

group of critics finds it necessary to approach Fede-

rico's works as the products of a homosexual rather

than of an artist.
and Publico

,

In certain cases, namely

5

an os

this may be valid, but there are those

who v/ould have us believe that almost everything Lorca
wrote must be viev/ed from a homosexual perspective.
Only by approaching Federico's plays as the product
of both a poet and playv/rifcht and by seeing each play as
a part of the whole body of his theatre is it possible

to do real justice to the man

v;ho

may well have been the

most talented artist ever to write for the Spanish stage.
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APPE.NDIX
Books which became available
dxa.<iu±e aftp-r
t
alter the completion
of thi
bibliography;

L os estudlantes de clencias

Granada:

a

F e derico nar-cta

T.nrn,.

Universidad de Granada, 1969.

An nomage to Lorca which contains
selections of
poetry (not Federico's) and works
in praise of the
sreat grana dino.

Roux, Lucette Elyane.

lie

'

VAsi que pasen cinco anos"

de-sir de 1' e-ternitd'.

mi

Perpignan, France:

Imprimerie Catalane, I966.

This is a study of 5

aiios in

four parts.

The

first is a very detailed plot summary with commentary.
Part two studies such aspects of the play as the the

colors, lignting, stage sets, etc, --all very important
to Lorca but often ignored by the critics.

The third

concerns Lorca’s ideas on theatre and is a repetition
of what we already know.

Part four, on the other hand, is
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a penetrating essay on Federico's philosophy
as it is

revealed in Maleflciq, Zapatera

.

Perlimplin and

5

anos.

For Roux, Curianito, the Zapatero, Perlimplin and the

JoVen are designed to depict the torment caused by man's

inability to face reality head-on without hiding behind
masks.

This essay demonstrates a rare ability at

synthesizing.
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